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ABSTRACT 

The surface expressions of global tectonism on Mercury are 

investigated and their implications for the planet's interior are 

explored. The Mariner 10 spacecraft imagery reveals essentially two 

systems of globally distributed lineaments: the lobate escarpments and 

the lunar-like lineaments. 

The dominant system consists of hundreds of lobate scarps, 

2 2 
typically the order of 10 km long and 10 m in relief. About one-fourth 

of the scarps transect crater walls and are clearly of tectonic origin. 

Quantitative models of lava dynamics indicate the large vertical relief 

of most scarps would require unrealistically high viscosities for them to 

be viscous flow fronts. The horizontal displacement of a crater's wall 

by Vostock scarp is direct evidence for its thrust fault origin. Morpho

logic evidence and models of thrust fault dynamics are consistent with a 

thrust fault origin for most of the scarps. 

The mercurian lineament system consists of polygonal crater 

walls, linear valleys, and ridges. Their azimuthal trends and morphol

ogies resemble lineament systems on the moon and Mars. The mercurian 

lineaments are judged to be tectonic structures resulting from shear or 

tensional stresses. 

Superposition relations suggest that most scarps formed pre-

Caloris (= 4 AE BP), and that the lineaments were formed prior to the 

scarps. The fairly uniform, global distribution of scarps indicates that 
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their generating stress field was also global in influence. The random 

(in azimuth) nature of scarp trends suggests that planetary contraction 

was responsible for these features. The geometry and number of scarps 

allow rough limits to be placed on this contraction; i.e., < 6 km in the 

ICT worst case model, with the most probable limit being < 1 km. The 

lineaments trend predominantly in the NW-SE and NE-SW directions. This 

is consistent with planetary despinning models in which stresses are 

created in the planetary lithosphere during loss of planetary angular 

momentum and approach to resonance. 

The limits on planetary contraction based on scarp data strongly 

suggest that most or all of the mercurian core is molten today. The lack 

of global tensional features on Mercury argues against formation of the 

intercrater plains as a result of core infall, and in favor of in situ 

core formation (inhomogeneous accretion). A scenario is presented in 

which events associated with inhomogeneous accretion produce most of the 

observed surface geology on Mercury. 

The magnetic field may be due to: 1) TRM of the lithosphere by 

an early dynamo (now extinct), operating just after accretion, and 

powered by U and Th in the core; or 2) an active dynamo powered by U and 

Th trapped in the core as a result of inhomogeneous accretion. An 

anorthositic crust would make the inhomogeneous accretion scenario seem 

less likely. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Studies of the global tectonics of a planet provide data relevant 

to its evolutionary state and interior dynamics. Mercury's tectonic 

style was revealed in 1974 when the Mariner 10 spacecraft observed its 

magnetic, gravitational, and surface environment. 

Although knowledge of Mercury's interior is poorly constrained 

because of the lack of moment of inertia, seismic, thermal, and chemical 

data, the Mariner 10 imagery provides a surface boundary condition which 

substantially limits the range of internal processes. A consequence of 

Mercury's evolved, active interior and its static, primitive exterior is 

that certain aspects of the planet's interior dynamic history are 

recorded on the surface. 

The global tectonics of Mercury, which consist of a system of 

unique, lobate escarpments and lineaments, are investigated in this study 

for clues to the evolution of the planet's surface and interior. 

Chapters 2 and 3 review the modern view of Mercury hypotheses and data, 

and the general global tectonic framework, respectively. 

In Chapter 4, morphologic and structural data, and quantitative 

models of extrusive and fault dynamics, are utilized to establish the 

compressional tectonic nature of the lobate scarps. Quantitative aspects 

of scarps and lineaments are statistically analyzed and evaluated in 

Chapter 5 to identify the global stress fields responsible for the lobate 

1 



scarps and lineaments. Also, a new argument for the volcanic origin of 

the intercrater plains is presented. 

A revised estimate for crustal shortening on Mercury is derived 

in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, implications of the global tectonic style 

deduced in this paper are considered for the physics of the interior of 

Mercury. The final chapter outlines a scenario for the origin and evolu

tion of Mercury based on inhomogeneous accretion. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF MODERN KNOWLEDGE AND HYPOTHESES 

Mercury is an excellent example of how a planetary spacecraft 

mission can dramatically change our physical view of another world. As 

recently as 1965, observational evidence and theoretical speculation pic

tured Mercury as a rather dull, lunar-like world, in synchronous rota

tion, and lacking any planetary magnetic field. The 1965 radar discovery 

of a 59-day rotation period reaffirmed the importance of spin-orbit 

resonances in the solar system and subsequent theoretical studies of this 

3:2 resonance created renewed interest in the planet. 

The Mariner 10 spacecraft mission of 1974-75 has given impetus to 

the planetological study of Mercury. The pre-Mariner impressions of 

Mercury as 1) being rich in iron, 2) having optical and IR surface prop

erties similar to the moon's, and 3) having little or no atmosphere, have 

been confirmed by recent work. However, data from the Mariner 10 space

craft concerning the planet's surface geology and particularly the 

discovery of an intrinsic magnetic field have indicated that Mercury is a 

most interesting and unique planetary body. 

The main intent of this chapter is to briefly review the modem 

view of problems of the surface and interior relevant to the topics 

discussed in this paper. 

3 
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Fundamental Quantities 

The fundamental physical data of Mercury reveal a planet that, in 

many ways, is unique or at least anomalous relative to the other planets. 

Several physical quantities of Mercury were known before Mariner 10, but 

have since been refined as a result of three passes of the spacecraft by 

planet. Table 1 lists several fundamental physical properties of 

Mercury (Murray et al., 1977). 

The unique properties of Mercury include: 1) the smallest mass 

of any planet; 2) the smallest planetary .radius (three planet satellites 

in the solar system — Ganymede, Callisto, and Titan — have comparable 

or larger diameters); 3) the highest uncompressed density of any planet 

(5.3), and one of the highest mean densities (5.44); and 4) the largest 

equatorial diurnal temperature variation in the solar system (» 600°K). 

Furthermore, 1) it is the closest planet to the sun, thus has the 

shortest year, and never appears more than 28° away from the sun to an 

earth observer; 2) next to Pluto, Mercury's orbital inclination and 

eccentricity are the largest of any planet; 3) it is locked into a 3:2 

spin-orbit resonance; and 4) its surface gravity is virtually the same as 

that of Mars, due to its high mean density. 

Implications of the physical data mentioned above and in Table 1 

will be discussed where appropriate later in the paper. 

Dynamics 

The first hint of a non-synchronous rotation period came in 1962 

when Howard, Barrett, and Haddock (1962) detected radio emissions from 

Mercury indicating that the night side of Mercury was at a much higher 
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Table 1. Physical Data for Mercury. — From Murray et al. (1977) except 
where otherwise noted. 

Mass = 3.302 x 1026 g 

Radius = 2439 km 

Average density =5.44 g/cm3 Mean uncompressed density =5.3 
(= 4.04 for earth) 

g = 370 cm/s2 

Escape velocity = 4.25 km/s 

Surface temperature extremes: 
100° to 700°K 

Normal albedo = 0.125 

Dielectric constant = 2.9 
(Morrison, 1970) 

Thermal inertia = 0.0017 
(Morrison, 1970) 

Surface atmospheric pressure 
<_ 2 x 10-9 mb 

Magnetic dipole moment = 
(4.8 ±0.5) x 1022 G-cm3 

J2 = (8.0 ± 6.0) x 10~5 

Obliquity < 3° 

C/MR2 = ? 

Semimajor axis of orbit = 0.3871 AU 

Siderial period = 87.97 da 

Synodic period = 115.88 da 

Orbital eccentricity = 0.20563 

Orbit inclination to ecliptic = 
7.004 deg 

Mean orbital velocity = 47.87 km/s 

Rotational period = 58.6461 ± 0.005 da (3:2 resonance rotation period 
= 58.6462 da) 
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temperature than ~ 0°K (its synchronous value). At the time, atmospheric 

heat advection and radioactive decay were preferred rather than non-

synchronous rotation. 

Pettengill and Dyce (1965) found a 59 ± 5 day rotation period 

from radar observations. Since that time, all observational techniques 

— earth based photography, radar, Mariner 10 spacecraft — (see Smith 

and Reese, 1968; Murray, Smith, and Dollfus, 1972; Goldstein, 1971) have 

indicated that Mercury is locked in a 3:2 spin-orbit resonance (the 

resonance rotation period is 58.6462 days). Klaasen (1976), using 

Mariner 10 imagery, has made the most precise determination of rotation, 

58.6461 ± 0.005 day with an obliquity of 2° and a 50% probability error 

ellipse of 2.6° x 6.5°. The combined effects of resonant rotation and 

large orbital eccentricity have interesting effects on the surface 

temperature distribution as a function of longitude (e.g., Morrison, 

1970). Since the 0° and 180° longitude are sub-solar at perihelion, they 

receive two and one-half times the solar radiation of the 90° and 270° 

meridians that are sub-solar at aphelion. The 0° and 180° meridians are 

termed "hot poles" (Caloris basin is located near and is named for the 

hot pole on the 180° meridian), and 90° and 270° are called "warm poles." 

Preferential weathering or other surface effects due to this longitudinal 

insolation asymmetry were expected by Murray (1975), but are unobserved 

in the Mariner 10 or radar data. 

Theoretical dynamical studies of the 3:2 resonance have shown 

that: 
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1. The resonance is probably a result of tidal dissipation due to a 

combination of solar torques on permanent deformation of the 

planet (from axial symmetry, A ̂  B), the high orbital eccen

tricity, and the 1/r̂  dependence of the tidal torques which are 

strongest at perihelion (Peale and Gold, 1965; Colombo, 1965). 

2. The 3:2 resonance is a stable motion for the planet (Goldreich 

and Peale, 1966; Colombo and Shapiro, 1966). 

3. The capture probability in the 3:2 mode is much higher than for 

any higher order resonances for most tidal models (Goldreich and 

Peale, 1966). 

4. Tidal despinning of the planet may have produced an early global 

surface stress field (Burns, 1976). 

5. Tidal dissipation during approach and resonance was almost 

certainly unable to provide heat to melt the planet (Splomon, 

1976) or at present drive an MHD dynamo. 

6. The resonance rotation gives essentially no information about the 

planet's primordial dynamic conditions (Peale, 1976). 

Although J2 (see Table 1) has been deduced for Mercury (Esposito 

et al., 1975), the slow rotation of Mercury suggests that the non-

2 hydrostatic contribution to its Ĵ  would make any determination of C/MR 

by the hydrostatic Radau-Darwin theory unreliable. The precession con

stant (and in fact an accurate obliquity) for Mercury remains unknown. 

Peale and Boss (1977) put constraints on the viscosity of an 

assumed molten mercurian core if the planet was to escape from the 2n 

stable spin-orbit resonance. For a laminar boundary layer, the kinematic 
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viscosity is comparable to water and the tidal Q = 100. A turbulent 

boundary layer and escape from the 2n state require a liquid core of low 

viscosity if a number of reasonable assumptions can be made about the 

critical Reynolds number, (B-A)/C, Q, the obliquity, and other 

parameters. 

Atmosphere 

Pre-Mariner speculation about the mercurian atmosphere has ranged 

from early discussions of clouds and thermal advections to the more 

recent consensus that the atmosphere is tenuous with a total surface 

pressure <0.1 mb. The Mariner 10 ultraviolet spectrometer detected the 

emission lines of helium and atomic hydrogen and put upper limits on 

02> Ar, CX̂ , and a number of other gases (Broadfoot et al., 1974). The 

-9 total surface pressure is < 2 x 10 mb; thus, the atmosphere is expected 

to be collisionless and ballistic (exospheric), down to the surface. The 

source for helium may be radioactive decay of U and Th in the crust or 

solar wind accretion; it is not clear which is dominant (Kumar, 1976). 

Sources and sinks of H are unknown. However, Thomas (1974) suggests that 

photolysis of water may be important to the hydrogen cycle. The lack of 

volatiles in the Mercury atmosphere is consistent with the cosmochemical 

model of Lewis (1972), which predicts that Mercury should be depleted in 

volatiles. 

Murray et al. (1975) cite crater morphologic evidence which indi

cates that the effects of even a tenuous atmosphere are not visible on 

the surface of Mercury. Martian craters show degradation from only a 

6 mb atmosphere, suggesting that planetary differentiation and outgassing 
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on Mercury (if they occurred) predated the formation of the observed sur

face features. Murray et al. (1975) prefer a radially heterogeneous 

accretion model for Mercury, as opposed to homogeneous accretion and 

planetary melting and differentiation (core separation). 

Magnetic Field 

Pre-Mariner speculation about the mercurian magnetic environment 

had suggested that a slow rotation and presumed lunar-like solar wind 

interaction would cause Mercury to be relatively uninteresting to the MHD 

dynamo theorist. The reverse proved to be true when the Mariner 10 

magnetometer detected a bow shock, magnetosheath, magnetopause, and 

magnetosphere in the first Mercury encounter. The second encounter was 

at a distance of 50,000 km on the sunward side, thus no magnetic data 

were acquired. The third encounter (Ness et al., 1976), at a distance of 

327 km, provided unequivocal evidence that the magnetic field 1) is 

intrinsic to the planet; 2) is we11-represented as a dipole with moment 

22 3 -4 
of 5 x 10 G cm (4 x 10 that of earth); 3) has its magnetic axis 

tilted 12° to the rotation axis; 4) is of the same polarity as earth's; 

5) has a stagnation point distance of the solar wind (bow shock) at 

1,6 ̂ erc (compared t0 10 REarth for earth) • 

The origin of the mercurian magnetic field may be due to 1) an 

active MHD dynamo; 2) remnant magnetization of the mantle and core; or 

3) a complex induction process (Ness et al., 1976). Induction seems 

least likely as a source because of the field's large magnitude (20 times 

the ambient solar wind field) and the steady nature of the field in view 

of the large change in ambient solar wind conditions between the first 



and third encounters (Ness et al., 1976). Herbert et al. (1976) found 

that neither the transverse electric or transverse magnetic induction 

modes, nor solar magnetic storm models could account for the large 

distance of the mercurian magnetopause, its stability in time, or the 

orientation of the field. 

Stephenson (1976) (see also Srnka, 1976a) has shown that an outer 

spherical crustal shell may experience thermoremnant magnetization (TRM) 

due to an internal dipole field from a presently extinct dynamo. The 

sector structure of the interplanetary magnetic field (due to = 0) 

and its associated time variability as seen from the planet make TRM due 

to an exterior field seem unlikely (Ness et al., 1976). For remnant 

magnetizations not much larger than those found in lunar samples, the 

spherical shell must be at least 250 km thick. The thermal history 

models of Toksoz and Johnston (1974) suggest an outer shell of only 

200 km (or less) is below the Curie point, casting doubt on the TRM 

mechanism. Srnka (1976b) claims that, for TRM to be the source of the 

global magnetic field, the lithosphere and the core would have to be 

below the Curie point. Even if the core solidified completely, the 

insulating properties of a silicate mantle make it unlikely that the 

a 
whole core would pass through the Curie point in < 4.5 x 10 years 

(Gault et al., 1977). 

The most plausible explanation of the mercurian planetary mag

netic field is an active MHD dynamo (Ness et al., 1976). Observation of 

the field for an extended period to detect any secular changes (as for 

the earth's field) would distinguish between a TRM or dynamo origin for 



the magnetic field. Although theoretical studies of the MHD dynamo prob

lem (motions driven by a specified mechanical force, e.g., convection or 

precession) are in a primitive state, Stevenson (1975) explains that the 

existence of an active dynamo requires the core to have a number of 

physical and dynamic properties such as: 1) the core must be at least 

partially liquid; 2) there must be an energy source to mechanically drive 

fluid motions; 3) the magnetic Reynolds number must exceed 1, so that 

magnetic diffusion does not preclude transportation of the field by fluid 

motions; and 4) the fluid flow must be of sufficient complexity (have 

enough asymmetries) to satisfy Cowling's theorem so that the Coriolis 

force is important to the circulation. 

Busse (1976) considers a dynamo to be the most likely magnetic 

field source for Mercury based on 1) improbabilities of other mechanisms; 

2) similarity of field geometry and orientation to planetary fields with 

"known" dynamos (Earth and Jupiter); and 3) the ratio of Alfv£n velocity 

to circumferential velocity is nearly the same for both known dynamo 

planets and Mercury, suggesting that similar dynamic constraints (e.g., 

geostrophic motion) determine the field amplitude for dynamo planets. 

If an active dynamo is assumed to exist for Mercury, Cassen et 

al. (1976) conclude that maintenance of a liquid core for 4.5 AE requires 

either 1) a heat source density in Mercury's mantle comparable to the 

global average of the earth's mantle; 2) a mantle viscosity higher than 

22 2 
10 cm /s to retard solid state convective heat transport; 3) an FeS 

core to considerably lower the melting point (although Mercury is 

probably depleted in S); or 4) heat sources in the core. Herbert et al. 
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(1976) point out that a reasonable assumption for the electrical conduc

tivity and setting the magnetic Reynolds number equal to one imply one 

convective overturn of the mercurian core in - 10 years. This further 

condition for dynamo generation raises serious problems for the mainte

nance of a liquid core unless radioactive elements (U and Th) are located 

in the core itself. 

Surface 

The best earth-based photographs of Mercury resolve features down 

to 700 km and, except for the albedo features systematically mapped by 

Schiaparelli, Antoniodi, and more recent observers, the geology of 

Mercury was essentially unknown prior to Mariner 10. However, the 

optical and thermal properties of Mercury have been measured for decades 

and were known to be very similar to their lunar counterparts (Harris, 

1961). 

During 1974-75, the Mariner 10 spacecraft encountered Mercury 

three times under essentially the same illumination conditions. A total 

of 2700 pictures of Mercury were obtained covering about 45% of the 

planet at resolutions from 100 m to 5 km. The first and third encounter 

trajectories were darkside passes designed mainly to optimize conditions 

for particles and fields experiments, while the second encounter was an 

imaging trajectory, at 50,000 km above the day side of the planet. First 

impressions of the pictures are of a lunar-like surface with craters as 

the dominant landform, ray craters and systems, smooth areas resembling 

the lunar maria, and large basins with associated features. The 



discovery of a global system of large, lobate escarpments revealed the 

presence of a tectonic style apparently unique in the solar system. 

Three major physiographic provinces are recognized on Mercury: 

1) intercrater plains; 2) heavily cratered terrain; and 3) smooth plains 

(see Figures 1, 2, and 3). The intercrater plains are the most wide

spread unit, occupying about one-third of the visible surface and because 

of superposition relations were originally judged to be the oldest sur

face unit on Mercury (Trask and Guest, 1975). However, "ghost-ring" 

craters identified by Malin (1976) and the crater diameter-frequency 

distributions of Strom (1977) suggest that the intercrater plains are a 

volcanic unit emplaced during the later stages of heavy bombardment of 

the planet (not a primordial surface). Wilhelms (1976) has suggested 

that the intercrater plains are ejecta from basin-forming impacts 

(analogous to the lunar Cayley Formation); however, this seems unlikely 

because of their widespread distribution, lack of source basins, and the 

larger (relative to the moon) mercurian surface gravity which would 

inhibit ballistic transport of ejecta. 

The heavily cratered terrain consists of clusters of closely 

packed, overlapping craters with typical diameters between 30 km and 

several hundred km. Ejecta blankets are more compact than on the moon. 

The heavily cratered terrains are reminiscent of the lunar highlands and 

result from early cratering by planetesimals. The smooth plains are the 

youngest widespread surfaces on Mercury and are sparsely cratered, rather 

level surfaces resembling the lunar maria. The smooth plains have been 

attributed to volcanism (Strom, Trask, and Guest, 1975) and basin ejecta 



Figure 1. Generalized Geologic Terrain Map of Mercury. 

Shown are the five major geologic units and the predominance of the intercrater 
plains, cratered terrain, and the smooth plains. Adapted from Trask and 
Guest (1975). 
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Figure 1. Generalized Geologic Terrain Map of Mercury. 



Figure 2. Incoming Hemisphere of Mercury. 

This is a mosaic of several Mariner 10 images which were 
obtained during the spacecraft's first encounter with 
Mercury. Cratered terrain and intercrater plains 
dominate the view. Typical image resolution is 1-3 km. 



Figure 2. Incoming Hemisphere of Mercury. 



Figure 3. Outgoing Hemisphere of Mercury. 

In this Mariner 10 mosaic the yotmger smooth plains are 
plentiful as are the radial and concentric facies of 
several large impact basins. Typical image resolution 
is 2 km. 
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Figure 3. Outgoing Hemisphere of Mercury. 



(Wilhelms, 1976); however, the volumetric, morphologic, stratigraphic, 

albedo, and distribution characteristics of the smooth plains favor a 

volcanic origin. 

The largest basin visible on Mercury is the 1300 km diameter 

Caloris basin seen in Figure 4 (see also Figure 5). It resembles the 

lunar Imbrium basin in scale and structure. The interior is filled with 

fractured and ridged smooth plains, and a radial basin facies extends out 

to one basin diameter. Antipodal to Caloris is the hilly and lineated 

terrain (Trask and Guest, 1975) consisting of hills 5-10 km wide and 

several hundred meters high, large orthogonal linear valleys, and crater 

rims that have been fractured into hills and depressions. Schultz and 

Gault (1975) have speculated that the hilly and lineated terrain is 

physically related to the Caloris impact. 

A major discovery of the Mariner 10 mission was the global system 

of lobate scarps which are from 10's to 100's of kms in length and 

typically several hundreds of meters high. Their crests are rounded and 

their general appearance is unlike any normal faulting or graben on the 

moon or Mars. Strom et al. (1975) and Cordell and Strom (1977) have 

interpreted the scarps as thrust or reverse faults resulting from an 

early global compressive stress field possibly due to thermal contraction 

of the planet. Lobate scarps and mercurian tectonism are the major sub

jects of this paper and will be discussed in more detail in later 

chapters. 

Earth-based data for the integral disk and Mariner 10 data at 

resolutions down to 20 km indicate that the optical and thermal 



Figure 4. Mosaic Showing the 1300 KM Diameter Caloris Basin. 

Note the intricate interior ridges and fractures, the 
main basin ring, and the exterior radial basin facies. 
Image resolution is 300 m and the morning terminator 
is at s 190°W longitude. 
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Figure 4. Mosaic Showing the 1300KM Diameter Caloris Basin. 



Figure 5. Mercator Projection of the Imaged Portion of Mercury. 

Shown are the location of Caloris, other large impact 
basins, and most of the prominant ray craters and systems. 
Note that more (and larger) impact basins are clustered 
in the Outgoing Hemisphere than in the Incoming 
Hemisphere — 145° to 190° and 10° to 55°W longitude, 
respectively. 
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Figure 5. Mercator Projection of the Imaged Portion of Mercury. 
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properties of the mercurian surface very closely resemble those of the 

moon. Normal albedos (at 0.554 v0 are 0.16 for intercrater plains and 

0.12 for smooth plains (Hapke et al., 1975). There appear to be two 

albedos for smooth plains — one of 0.13 surrounds Caloris and another of 

albedo 0.20 is visible on both hemispheres. The classical albedo 

markings (Antoniadi, 1934) appear to correlate well with the presence or 

absence of ray craters and systems (Hartmann, 1976a) which have albedoes 

up to 0.45. 

Mariner 10 polarization curves display a prominent negative 

branch typically characteristic of a dark, fine-grained powder similar to 

the lunar regolith (Hapke et al., 1975). At resolutions to 20 km, 

polarization revealed no evidence for discontinuities in the surface 

regolith; i.e., bare rock. However, Chase et al. (1976) report night-

side (longitudes 180°-360°) thermal structure possibly indicative of some 

bare rock outcrops. Thermal inertias and derived quantities (thermal and 

electric skin depths, loss tangents) resemble those for the moon if it 

were placed in the mercurian orbit. Earth-based radar studies of the 

unobserved side reveal a continuation of the cratered terrain and the 

presence of a few hills and valleys with typical dimensions of 1 km 

(Zohar and Goldstein, 1974). Current radar studies suggest there is no 

evidence for large volcanic constructs or distinctly different terrain 

types on the unobserved side of Mercury. 

Composition 

Our knowledge of the bulk chemistry and mineralogy of Mercury is 

presently rather primitive and originates essentially from two sources: 
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1) cosmochemical modeling of the condensation of the solar nebula; and 

2) observations of the IR spectral reflectance of the mercurian surface. 

The former are theoretical and based on assumptions about the thermo

dynamics of the nebular condensation process, while the latter lack firm 

theoretical basis and refer only to surface "skin" properties. 

Numerous planetary thermal histories are based on the cosmo

chemical models of Lewis (1972) (see also Lewis, 1973; Grossman, 1974), 

who assumes 1) equilibrium thermodynamics controlled nebular condensa

tion; 2) a radial temperature and pressure distribution similar to that 

of Cameron (1969); and 3) excess uncondensed material was removed from 

the planetary region before the nebula cooled, presumably by an early 

enhanced solar wind. This model predicts Mercury is composed of 

materials which condense at or above 1400°K; specifically, it should have 

1) a massive Fe-Ni core (60%-70% by mass) devoid of S; 2) a mantle defi

cient in FeO composed largely of magnesium silicates like MgSi03; 

3) negligible volatiles, alkalis, S, FeO, etc-; and 4) the full solar 

complement of Ca, Al, and Ti oxides, including U and Th (but no K). 

Kaula (1976) and Hartmann (1976b) discuss planetesimal scattering 

and collisions in the early solar system and their effects on composi

tional mixing (between different parts of the solar system) on planets. 

Results are still speculative, but it appears that Mercury may have lost 

more than 10 M|W of condensed matter from its "condensation zone," and 
N61TC • 

the outer layers of Mercury could have been "contaminated" by the addi

tion of volatiles, alkalis, etc. that condensed near the orbits of other 

planets. 
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The state of the art in reflectance spectroscopy and the surface 

composition of Mercury are summarized by McCord and Adams (1974) (see 

also Vilas and McCord, 1976). They state that the two major features of 

the Mercury spectra are a uniform positive slope and a shallow absorbtion 

band near 0.95 ym. The spectral reflecting slope is controlled by glass 

+2 
containing Ti and Fe in the mercurian soil, and such glasses (created 

by impacts) should be common in the mercurian soil. The 0.95 ym absorb

tion band would indicate the presence of crystalline pyroxenes in the 

surface layer. Recent reflectance data by Adams and McCord (1976) do not 

show a 0.95 ym band and thus there is no evidence for pyroxenes. In 

lunar soils, the lack of a 1 ym band is seen only in soils with less than 

6% FeO such as at Apollo 16. They conclude that, by analogy with the 

moon, the surface of Mercury is anorthositic in composition which is con

sistent with Mariner 10 albedo data (Hapke et al., 1975) which show 

extensive, heavily cratered areas that are slightly brighter than the 

lunar highlands. 

Origin, Thermal History, Interior Structure 

It is unknown how Mercury and the planets originated from the 

primordial solar nebula. It is generally assumed (AlfvSn and Arrhenius, 

1976; Kaula, 1975) that nebular cooling and condensation resulted in 

thousands of small planetesimals (up to several km in diameter) which 

3 8 
subsequently accreted into planets over a relatively short time (10 -10 

yr). Two models of planetary accretion for planetesimals are commonly 

discussed: homogeneous and inhomogeneous. These models are essentially 

determined by the relative time scales of the accretion process (t̂ ) and 



the rate of cooling of the solar nebula (t )̂ • If « t ,̂, inhomogeneous 

accretion occurs, whereas the reverse conditions result in homogeneous 

accretion. 

Modern thermal history calculations for Mercury (e.g., Siegfried 

and Solomon, 1974) always assume a homogeneous accretion and usually sub

sequent global melting and differentiation into a metallic core and 

silicate mantle (see also Ringwood, 1966). Global melting would be 

expected to substantially modify pre-existing surface features. However, 

portions of the mercurian surface are ancient and apparently undisturbed 

by such processes. Therefore, core formation probably predated the 

oldest areas of the surface and the problem becomes the difficult one of 

devising suitable heat sources to melt the planet very early in its 

history. 

Inhomogeneous accretion models have been proposed for the earth 

(Clark, Turekian, and Grossman, 1972; Anderson and Hanks, 1972; Turekian 

and Clark, 1969), the moon (Anderson, 1973), Venus (Turekian and Clark, 

1975), and Mercury (Murray et al., 1975). For the earth, an inhomo

geneous model solves several problems: 1) the iron core formed first, 

not by carbon reduction, thus there is no need for a mechanism to dissi

pate large quantities of CĈ  or CO; 2) the oxidized outer layers of the 

earth resulted from the changing nature of the cooling solar nebula and 

never had contact with the reduced core; and 3) a source for volatiles 

0̂ 0, CO2, etc.) can be derived from the upper mantle and crust and need 

not involve degassing of the whole earth. However, stochastic accretion 

8 9 
models of Weidenschilling (1974, 1976) imply accretion times of 10 -10 
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years for the terrestrial planets, favoring a homogeneous accretion model 

with negligible accretional heating. The problem of the accretion mode 

of Mercury is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7. 

Sonett and Herbert (1977) include in their list of early heating 

26 mechanisms for planetoids: 1) fossil nuclides (A1 ); 2) accretional 

heating; 3) tidal heating (for the moon); 4) chemical reaction heat; 

5) electrical induction; and 6) solar insolation. They conclude that, 

due to Mercury's proximity to the sun, solar insolation (from an early 

3 
superluminous sun) plus accretional heating (over ~ 10 yrs) may have 

been sufficient to initiate planetary melting and differentiation. 

Constraints on thermal history calculations include: 1) surface 

volcanism implies melting of at least the outer portion of the planet; 

2) an intrinsic magnetic field and the high density implies the presence 

of an iron core; 3) differentiation of the planet was very early (first 

g 
few 10 yrs); 4) Mercury's surface has been mostly atectonic since 

differentiation. Siegfried and Solomon (1974) show that even hot thermal 

models which use only long-term radioactive and accretional heating 

(r̂  - 10̂  yrs) cannot begin differentiation of the planet before 1.5 AE 

after planetary formation. As expected, their models show vast differ-

2 ences in predicted heat flow and C/MR between models which do or do not 

separate a core. For models with 44 ppb of U or greater (as predicted by 

Lewis, 1972) and any reasonable initial conditions, differentiation into 

a core and mantle will eventually occur for Mercury. 

Fricker et al. (1976) point out that the models of Siegfried and 

Solomon (1974) and others assume a continuity of melting temperature 



across the core-mantle boundary, which increases heat flow out of the 

9 core, resulting in core solidification in < 2 x 10 yr. It is more 

likely that, at core-mantle boundary pressures (75 kb), the melting 

temperatures of silicates are at least 200°C higher than iron. This 

allows temperatures in the outer core to rise above their melting point, 

reducing the local temperature gradient and heat flow from the core. 

Their model predicts a solid mantle and inner core, but a liquid outer 

core 500 km thick. Unfortunately, the temperature gradient in this layer 

is subadiabatic and thus a dynamo could not be driven by thermal 

convection. 

Recognizing that apparently only an in̂  situ heat source can main

tain a molten, convecting core for 4.5 AE, Toksoz and Johnston (1974) 

40 have constructed thermal models with K in the core. This ignores 

cosmochemical models predicting a deficiency of K in Mercury. In this 

model, core formation begins immediately and the mantle grows to about 

500 km thick. At present, the outer 1000 km of the core is molten and 

convecting. The minimum concentration of K to maintain a partially 

molten core (for 4.6 AE) is 0.156 ppm (inconsistent with cosmochemical 

models). Models without iji situ sources are below the solidus at the 

present time. 

Tozer (1977) has emphasized the importance of solid state convec

tion in all planetary bodies over several hundreds of km in size. A con

sequence of a convecting core is that the lower mantle is either molten 

or solid state convecting. In the latter case, assuming no heat sources 



in the core or lower mantle, the core solidified in less than a billion 

years (Gault et al., 1977)! 

Typical density models for Mercury indicate that the mass frac

tion of iron is between 0.60-0.71 as compared with 0.35 for the earth. 

Corresponding values for the core radius center around 75% of the 

planetary radius for an Fe-Ni core, with central pressure of about 500 kb 

for differentiated models and only about half that for undifferentiated 

models. 

Solomon (1976) and Solomon and Chaiken (1976) explore the tec

tonic consequences of the homogeneous accretion-subsequent differentia

tion model for the history of Mercury. Their results indicate that: 

1) core formation results in global heating and expansion of Mercury's 

radius by about 17 km; 2) subsequent cooling of the mantle and core 

causes a radius decrease; and 3) if the core completely solidified, the 

radius decrease would be 17 km. They note the absence of expansion-

produced rift valleys on Mercury and assume they were destroyed by 

cratering, and that the radius decrease estimate of Strom et al. (1975) 

suggests the mercurian core is at least partially liquid. 



CHAPTER 3 

FUNDAMENTAL OBSERVATIONS OF GLOBAL TECTONISM ON MERCURY 

In this section an introduction to the mercurian surface features 

of tectonic significance is presented. Some attempt is made to interpret 

the observations in terms of our knowledge of the tectonics of the earth 

and the other planets; however, detailed interpretation, descriptions, 

and implications of the tectonic framework are contained in later 

chapters. 

Plate Tectonics 

The early inspection of the Mariner 10 imagery by Strom et al. 

(1975) suggested, and this study (Cordell and Strom, 1977) has confirmed, 

several fundamental observations concerning the tectonism on Mercury. A 

very important observation is the lack of conspicuous surface features 

suggestive of active plate tectonics or a division of the lithosphere 

into distinct rigid plates. By analogy with the earth, the types of sur

face features indicative of plate tectonics that might be detectable from 

a spacecraft are 1) a continuous global ("mid-ocean") ridge system 

possibly with offsets, transform faulting, and orthogonal fracture zones; 

2) volcanic ("island") arcs; 3) subduction trenches associated with 

volcanic arcs; and 4) a continental (or highland) — "oceanic" (or maria) 

physiographic dichotomy (Isacks, Oliver, and Sykes, 1968). None of 

these features are seen on Mercury with the possible exception of a 

27 
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physiographic dichotomy. It is possible that point 4 may be a necessary 

(but not sufficient) condition for the initiation of large-scale horizon

tal plate movements and subduction (Lowman, 1976). However, its presence 

does not, in itself, indicate a plate tectonic regime. The earth, moon, 

and Mars all display a similar gross continental-maria division, but only 

the earth has plate tectonics. Although only half of the mercurian sur

face was imaged by Mariner 10 it appears likely the heavily cratered 

terrain and smooth plains may represent a similar physiographic 

dichotomy. Plate tectonics are not indicated on Mercury. 

Mantle Plumes 

Another observation of mercurian tectonism of fundamental impor

tance is the lack of surface evidence for mantle plumes (hot spots). 

Plumes were first suggested by Wilson (1963) and Morgan (1971) as a 

mechanism for lithosphere rifting and as the driving force for plate 

tectonics. Originally they were conceived as originating from the core-

mantle boundary, where chemical (Anderson, 1975) or thermal inhomo-

geneities might be expected to initiate plume-like convection with a 

resultant surface hot spot. On earth there exist 122 identified hot 

spots, the most well-known being responsible for the Hawaiian-Emperor 

volcanic island chain in the Pacific (Burke and Wilson, 1976). Plumes 

have apparently been stationary (with respect to themselves) for the last 

10 MY, as evidenced by the linear island chains which suggest movement of 

a rigid plate over a stationary hot spot. Olympus Mons and Tharsis on 

Mars may indicate a stationary lithosphere over a stationary plume. 
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The absence of mantle plumes may seem rather surprising on 

Mercury. The combination of a thin mantle (~ 600 km) and a hot core sug

gested to many (by analogy with earth) that some manifestation of possi

ble deep mantle lateral inhomogeneities would be visible on the surface. 

However, topographic features indicative of mantle plumes are not seen on 

Mercury. Implications for the physics of the interior are deferred to 

Chapter 7. 

Exterior Basin-Related Concentric Graben 

Also of great interest is the lack of concentric graben outside 

the large mercurian basins such as Caloris and Beethoven. Several impact 

basins on the moon such as Humorum and Imbrium display a system of con

centric graben, presumably caused by tensional stresses that apparently 

were related to subsidence of the basin some time after impact and 

flooding (Hartmann and Kuiper, 1962). 

The absence of concentric graben exterior to Caloris and other 

mercurian basins (and the lack of significant atmospheric erosion pro

cesses which might have degraded them) is consistent with the hypothesis 

of an early planetary compressive stress field which may have suppressed 

the development of any contemporaneous tensional surface features. 

Tensional Surface Features 

The Mariner 10 imagery has revealed no evidence for a global 

system of tensional features on Mercury. This may seem rather surprising 

in view of the thermal models of Solomon (1976), which assume homogeneous 

accretion and planetary differentiation (core separation), and predict a 
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17 km increase in planetary radius as a result of heating due to the 

release of gravitational energy during core formation. Implications of 

the global tectonics of Mercury for its accretional and thermal history 

are considered in Chapter 7. 

Only two local regions showing evidence of tensional stress are 

seen on the Mariner 10 imagery: the interior of the Caloris basin and 

the hilly and lineated terrain. The floor of Caloris consists of smooth 

plains material that is highly ridged and fractured in both a concentric 

and radial pattern (relative to the basin's center). Strom et al. (1975) 

suggest a sequence of subsidence, to form the compressional ridges, and 

later uplift, creating the tensional fractures. The hilly and lineated 

terrain is antipodal to the Caloris basin. Schultz and Gault (1975) sug

gest that large Imbrium-Caloris type impacts (~ 1034 ergs) generate 

enormous seismic energy which is focused at the basin antipode, resulting 

in violent vertical displacements of the local surface to produce a 

chaotic structure. They envoke this mechanism to explain the formation 

of the hilly and lineated terrain. Thus, it is likely that the two areas 

of mercurian tension seen by Mariner 10 are not related to stresses of 

global scale that were intrinsic to the planet; i.e., they are the result 

of only local processes. 

Global Scarp System 

The Mariner 10 discovery of a global system of planimetrically 

lobate or arcuate escarpments was certainly one of the most unexpected 

and important of the mission. Over 150 scarps have been recognized on 
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the imaged half of Mercury and are seen to exist on all major geologic 

terrain types. 

Scarp lengths range from 20 km to well over 500 km, and their 

vertical reliefs typically are several 100's of meters with some 

exceeding 1 km. Their morphologies are grossly similar and planimetric 

differences may be due to pre-existing structures or other effects. How

ever, most scarps are considered to have a similar origin. Their 

compressive tectonic nature is evidenced by several examples of fractured 

(transected) crater walls and one or two walls which have been hori

zontally offset, suggesting a thrusting motion (Chapter 4). 

This compressive global tectonics is unique in the solar system. 

The moon and Mars show no evidence for global compressive stresses and 

only occasionally are localized compressive stresses unambiguously 

demarcated. The earth has numerous compressional surface features, 

however most are intimately related to plate tectonic subduction zones. 

Detailed morphological, statistical, and genetic studies of the 

scarps are a major purpose of this study and are deferred to Chapters 4 

through 6. 

The Lineament System 

A lineament is a structurally controlled linear topographic 

feature that may reveal the hidden architecture of the rock basement as 

well as provide clues to the stress field which generated it. Global 

lineament systems have been recognized on the earth (e.g., Badgley, 

1965), on the moon (Strom, 1964), on Mars (Binder and McCarthy, 1972), 

and on Mercury (Dzurisin, 1976, and this study). 



Lineaments common to the moon and Mars are 1) polygonal crater 

walls; 2) linear rilles; 3) linear ridges; 4) linear albedo boundaries; 

and 5) fault scarps. Both bodies have two types of lineament systems: 

a global system and several radial systems related to basins. The pre

dominant azimuths for lineament trends are NW-SE and NE-SW on Mars, the 

Moon, and Earth. Mars and the Moon also show minor N-S trends, although 

the E-W lineaments are usually not as readily detected due to illumina

tion effects. 

On Mercury, the lineament system consists of 1) polygonal crater 

walls; 2) linear valleys; and 3) ridges. The predominant directions are 

NW-SE and NE-SW with a minor N-S trend; E-W directions are generally 

absent. Lobate scarps are considered separately in this study because 

their prominence, uniqueness, distribution, and probable origin indicate 

they are not intimately related to the other lineaments. However, the 

four terrestrial planets studied to date have global lineament systems 

with similar morphologies and azimuthal distributions. 

Summary 

The mercurian global tectonic style revealed by Mariner 10 

imagery is primitive relative to the earth. There is no surface evidence 

for plate tectonics or mantle plumes although a continental ("oceanic") 

physiographic dichotomy may be present. These observations and the small 

size of Mercury are consistent with a thick lithosphere (Chapter 7) and 

present-day tectonic quiescence for the planet. 

Mercurian basins do not display exterior concentric graben, and 

tensional features (except for two localized regions) seem to be absent 



from the surface. These observations suggest that the early stress 

history of the mercurian lithosphere was compressive in nature. The 

lobate escarpments appear to be thrust faults due to sxrrface compressive 

stresses. The scarps' uniformity and ubiquity suggest that the compres

sive stresses were global in influence. 

The mercurian global lineament system is composed of features 

similar to those seen on the moon and Mars. The lineaments appear to be 

tectonic in origin, resulting from a different stress field than that 

which produced the scarps. Therefore, the state of stress in the 

mercurian lithosphere may have evolved throughout geologic time. 



CHAPTER 4 

MODE OF FORMATION OF SCARPS AND LINEAMENTS 

Global tectonism on Mercury was investigated by utilizing the 

Mariner 10 spacecraft imagery from the collection of the Space Imagery 

Center at the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory. The imagery made possible 

a study of the morphology and structure of the lobate scarps and linea

ments, and quantitative measurements directly from the imagery allowed 

statistical and theoretical studies of many scarp and lineament charac

teristics. The first and second encounters of Mercury by the spacecraft 

permitted stereo imagery for part of the illuminated surface and was use

ful in several scarp identifications and analyses. In this chapter, 

these data are examined in detail to determine the physical nature of the 

scarps and lineaments. 

Morphology and Structure of Scarps 

The lobate scarps are the most prominent quasi-linear features on 

the surface of Mercury. Hundreds of them form a global system which is 

apparently unique in the solar system. Scarps display a morphology char

acterized by 1) a prominent, abrupt escarpment typically the order of 

several 100 m high; 2) terrain behind the scarp varying from flat to 

gently dipping away from the escarpment; 3) planimetric shapes varying 

from linear, to arcuate, to lobate; and 4) a cross-section that is convex 

outward and usually smoothly rounded (see Figure 6). 

34 



Figure 6. View of Several Typical Lobate Scarps. 

Vostock (length = 150 km) and others (arrows) are 
typically arcuate or lobate in plan, and shadows indicate 
the general escarpment form with rounded, convex outward 
cross-sections. Mariner 10 FDS 27298. 



Figure 6. View of Several Typical Lobate Scarps. 
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Escarpments on Mercury have been classified by Dzurisin (1976) 

according to their planimetric appearance as linear, arcuate, lobate, and 

irregular. While all of these forms are characteristic of scarp morphol

ogy, the planimetric pattern of a given scarp often displays more than one 

of the forms, and usually has irregularities at some length scale. There

fore, the usefulness of such a planimetric classification system becomes 

one of personal judgment — whether these characteristics are pronounced 

or frequent enough to make the classifications meaningful or worthwhile. 

It is my judgment that the planimetric classification system is not 

particularly meaningful because all of the scarps included in these 

classes still retain the four basic characteristics of the mercurian 

escarpment. It is likely that planimetric variations are of secondary 

importance and may be due to 1) rheological properties of the country 

rock; 2) pre-existing structures; 3) fault plane orientation; or 

4) illumination effects. 

Since the observed scarps vary in length by a factor of thirty, 

it is instructive to investigate their morphologies to determine if these 

properties are independent of size or change in a way analogous to the 

degradational sequence which has been repeatedly demonstrated for impact 

craters (Mutch, 1970). Lack of a significant morphology contrast might 

indicate that most of the scarps were due to a similar origin. 

Scarps were divided into five arbitrary size groups with length 

increments of 20-30 km, 30-80 km, 80-150 km, 150-300 km, and greater than 

300 km. Scarp A (Figure 7) is typical of the smallest scarps seen (the 

20-30 km range) and is located at about 38° latitude, 149° longitude, 



Figure 7. Examples of the Smallest Scarps Observed on Mercury. 

Shadows of Scarp A (length = 20 km) identify it as a scarp although its detailed 
morphology is obscure. Scarp B (length = 40 km) faces the sun and thus its 
nature is less certain, however the lack of shadows suggests scarp geometry. 
Mariner 10 FDS 185. 



Figure 7. Examples of the Smallest Scarps Observed on Mercury. 
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just west of the Sobkhou plains. This scarp illustrates the difficulties 

associated with identifying such small scarps due to rough terrain and 

lighting effects. However, in spite of its size, Scarp A is well defined 

and definitely arcuate. It is not a ridge because the terrain behind 

this scarp gently slopes back to the ambient surface level. 

Scarp B, also in Figure 7, is representative of many scarps in 

the 30-80 km length range. It is 40 km long, somewhat less arcuate than 

Scarp A, and faces east. It appears as a bright curve and the lack of 

shadow behind the escarpment indicates it is not a ridge. As with 

Scarp A, the imagery does not clearly resolve Scarp B's cross-sectional 

appearance; however, its planimetric characteristics and basic scarp 

nature are well shown. 

Also typical of the 30-80 km size range when seen in high resolu

tion views is the scarp in Figure 8. This scarp is located in the 

hummocky plains just east of the Caloris basin. It is about 50 km long 

with a topographic relief of about 350 km. The plan view of the trace is 

somewhat lobate or arcuate and irregular. At this resolution, details of 

the cross-sectional nature of the scarp are evident — it seems convex 

outward and is generally gently rounded. Strom et al. (1975) interpret 

this feature as either a tectonic scarp or a flow front of partially 

melted ejecta from Caloris. 

Typical of the 80-150 km length range is the scarp (arrows) shown 

in Figure 9. It is at 45° latitude, 178° longitude, just NE of Caloris. 

This scarp is 125 km long and planimetrically its general pattern is 

linear or slightly arcuate. The southern edge of the scarp cuts through 



Figure 8. Typical Appearance of a Small Scarp in High Resolution Imagery. 

The arcuate plan, rounded and convex outward cross-section, and the escarpment 
itself (length = 50 km) are well illustrated. Located just east of Caloris, 
this particular scarp could also be partially fluidized basin ejecta. 
Mariner 10 FDS 72. 
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Figure 8. Typical Appearance of a Small Scarp in High Resolution Imagery. 



Figure 9. View of a Moderate Sized Scarp. 

The escarpment (length - 125 km) is located just NE of Caloris. Transection of 
a crater wall by the scarp's south end indicates a tectonic origin for this 
feature. Mariner 10 FDS 193. 



Figure 9. View of a Moderate Sized Scarp. 
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a crater's wall. This is excellent evidence for the tectonic nature of 

this scarp because an escarpment of a viscous flow would have obscured 

part of the crater's wall, which has not occurred. The scarp's height is 

variable but the general impression from shadows is of a convex outward, 

rather smoothly rounded cross-sectional profile. 

A good example of escarpments in the 150-300 km size range is 

Santa Maria Scarp seen in Figure 10. Santa Maria is at 6° latitude, 20° 

longitude, and is about 280 km long. In this view, the general scarp 

trend is linear, with small lobate projections. The escarpment itself is 

clearly demarcated by the long dark shadow, indicating the relatively 

steep slope which rather abruptly terminates the higher areas just to the 

left of the scarp. The tectonic origin of Santa Maria is indicated by 

its transection of three crater walls. Shadows imply a convex outward 

and generally rounded cross-sectional profile. 

Very few scarps are longer than 300 km. The longest and most 

spectacular scarp on the visible surface is Discovery Scarp seen in 

Figure 11. The center of Discovery is at -58° latitude, 38° longitude 

and extends for about 590 km through predominantly intercrater plains. 

Figure 11 is a rectified computer mosaic of the Discovery Scarp region. 

The tectonic origin of Discovery is clearly indicated by its transection 

of craters T1 and T2. 

In summary, typical scarps in all size ranges exhibit four 

morphological characteristics: 1) a prominent, abrupt escarpment; 

2) terrain that is flat or gently dipping away from the scarp; 3) a 

rounded cross-section that is convex outward; and 4) planimetric shapes 
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Figure 10. View of Santa Maria Scarp in the Intercrater Plains. 

Santa Maria (length = 280 km) transects a 40 km crater 
indicating its tectonic origin. All scarp morphological 
features are well illustrated. Mariner 10 FDS 27448. 



Figure 11. Rectified Computer Mosaic of the Largest Known Scarp on 
Mercury — Discovery. 

Discovery is 590 km long and transected craters (Ti and 
T2) indicate a tectonic origin. Superposed craters (Sj 
and possibly S2) suggest that Discovery formed during 
the late heavy bombardment. 
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Figure 11. Rectified Computer Mosaic of the 
Mercury — Discovery. 
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which are linear, arcuate, lobate, or irregular with individual scarps 

displaying some or all of these characteristics. Comparisons of 

Figures 6-11 demonstrates the striking morphological similarity of all 

scarps. 

Evidence for the Tectonic Origin of Scarps 

Transection of a crater's wall is the best evidence for the tec

tonic origin of the lobate scarps (see last section). About 25% of the 

observed scarps cut at least one crater wall. Supporting evidence for 

the tectonic nature of scarps comes from 1) the lack of color differences 

across scarps; 2) the large scarp relief (> 100 m) makes viscous flows 

unlikely; and 3) the global distribution of scarps. Each of these is 

discussed in detail below. 

Color differences across a surface are often indicative of a 

change in composition. Relative color differences were investigated on 

the Mariner 10 mission by obtaining the image of an area taken through 

the orange filter and forming the intensity ratio of the same area taken 

through the UV filter (Hapke et al., 1975). In this way an image is 

created which consists of color ratios 'such that color differences in 

the area are emphasized. Hapke et al. (1975) state that no color differ

ences could be detected across any of the large mercurian scarps. Since 

viscous flows might be expected to show a color contrast due to differ

ences in composition, this is consistent with the interpretation of 

lobate mercurian scarps being tectonic features. 

Heights of the lobate escarpments range from about 100 m to over 

1 km. Strom et al. (1975) point out that viscous flow fronts of this 



scale are unknown on the moon and Mars, suggesting that either the 

mercurian scarps are composed of lava which is much more viscous and of 

different composition (relative to the moon and Mars), or the scarps are 

not viscous volcanic flow fronts. 

Danes (1972) has studied the dynamics of lava flows with the 

purpose of investigating the dependence of spreading distance on flow 

thickness. His approximate solution to the fluid equations assumes 

hydrostatic, steady, laminar, and essentially horizontal flow. He finds 

that the vertically average velocity is 

U = Pĝ 3y* ̂  h2 > W 

where p is fluid lava density, g is surface gravity, a + 3 is the sum of 

the ground and lava surface slopes, y is the viscosity, and h is the lava 

depth. Danes (1972) assumes that the only heat loss is due to radiation 

and derives an expression relating lava depth, lava spreading distance, 

and a number of other parameters. The empirical form of the temperature 

dependence of viscosity used here is 

U = pQ exp (b/T) , (2) 

where b and are empirical constants (uQ is the viscosity at infinite 

temperature) and T is temperature. The final expression of Danes (1972) 

can be modified to provide some idea of the viscosity of the lava which 

would be required to create scarps with the dimensions of those on 

Mercury. The viscosity at infinite temperature is 
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2 3 
yQ = C« + e)Cf(To,Ts) £-|5i- (3) 

where C is composed of standard physical constants, f(T0,T ) is a known 

function of the solidification temperature (T ) and the initial lava 

temperature (TQ), and X is the spreading distance of the lava. Reasonable 

-3 3 
values for a + 3j P,  and Tg are 10 , 3 g/cm , and 1423°K, respectively, 

and so the viscosity becomes a function of T , h, and X. T -T is used 
o OS 

as an adjustable parameter. In Table 2, yQ is tabulated versus 

AT = Tq-Ts for AT's from 1° to 200°K. It is assumed that a typical value 

2 
of h (for a scarp) is 10 m and X will be the order of the scarp length, 

5 3 
for example X = 10 m, thus h /X = 10. From equation 3 is is clear that 

the ultimate limit on the spreading distance (X = Mercury) "HI only 

3 decrease yQ by a factor of 10 or so, while an upper limit on h £ 10 m 

will increase yQ (in Table 2) by a factor of 10̂ ! Thus, with the con-

servative estimate of h /X utilized in Table 2, for most AT's, the yQ of 

hypothetical mercurian flows must be greatly in excess of those measured 

for lunar basalts (ŷ  =10 ). For a AT of only 5°, = 10; for 

30°, /u T 
s 100; and for AT = 150°, y /y T 

= 10̂ . Therefore, the 
O OL O OL 

3 
larger scarps (h = 10 m) would require enormous viscosities for them to 

be flows and it seems reasonable to assume that even for h = 100 m the 

high viscosities required are unlikely. Thus a simple model of lava flow 

dynamics militates against a viscous flow nature for most mercurian 

lobate scarps. 

The global distribution of scarps is also an important clue to 

the origin of the scarp system. Figures 12, 13, and 14 show maps of 



Table 2. Infinite Temperature Viscosity as a 
Function of AT. 

AT (T -
0 

T ) 
s J  

v o / v oL  

(with a+0 = 10"3 and ĥ /x = 10) 

1 3.3 

5 16.7 

10 34.4 

15 52.9 

20 72.5 

25 93.3 

30 114 

35 137 

40 161 

45 186 

50 212 

75 363 

100 552 

150 1080 

200 1880 
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Figure 12. Map of Locations and Dip Directions of Scarps on the Incoming 
Hemisphere of Mercury. 

Location of the hilly and lineated terrain is indicated. 
Scarps seem well distributed on the surface; i.e., scarp fre
quency is independent of position and geologic terrain type. 
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Figure 13. Map of Locations and Dip Directions of Scarps on the Outgoing 

Hemisphere of Mercury. 

Location of the Caloris basin is indicated. Scarps appear to 
be essentially randomly distributed on the surface. 
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Figure 14. Map of Locations and Dip Directions of Scarps in the South 
Pole Region of Mercury. 

The visibility of scarps with predominantly E-W trends is 
enhanced near the pole. 
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scarp locations and dip directions for both hemispheres and the south 

pole of Mercury. The maps show that scarps are fairly uniformly distrib

uted over the visible surface. They are equally divided between the 

three major physiographic provinces; generally 25%-30% of the scarps 

occur in each area, with the remainder located within minor geologic 

units. The roughly uniform scarp distribution is also indicated by 

Figure 15, which shows scarp frequency (number per unit area normalized 

6 2 
to 10 km ) at 10° latitude increments. Most latitude increments contain 

6 2 
about 7-10 scarps per 10 km . The paucity of scarps between latitudes 

-20° and -30° is probably due to the destruction of scarps by the forma

tion of the hilly and lineated terrain, which is discussed later. 

The fact that similar appearing scarps are distributed fairly 

uniformly over the surface and are independent of terrain type suggests 

that scarps are unrelated to the surface geologic units. This suggests 

that scarps in presumably volcanic areas (e.g., smooth plains and inter-

crater plains) are not viscous flows because similar scarps frequently 

exist in areas not associated with extensive volcanism (e.g., heavily 

cratered terrain). 

Transection relations, morphology, colorimetry, surface distribu

tions, and theoretical studies of the scarps indicate that most of the 

lobate scarps are of tectonic origin. 

Evidence for the Thrust Fault Origin of Scarps 

Vostock Scarp (Figures 6, 16, and 17) provides the best evidence 

for the compressive tectonic nature of the lobate scarps. Vostock clearly 

transects two large craters. The distorted shape of the southern crater 



Limits of Hilly and Lineated Terrain 
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Figure 15. Latitude Distribution of Scarps on Mercury. 

Typically there are 7-10 scarps per 106 km2 at most latitudes. The paucity of scarps 
at the latitudes of the hilly and lineated terrain suggests that many scarps were 
destroyed by the formation of this unit. Ol 

to 



Figure 16. Third Encounter View of Vostock Scarp. 

The horizontal displacement of the bottom portion of the 
crater by 10 km indicates a compressive tectonic (thrust 
fault) origin for this scarp. Mariner 10 FDS 528884. 



Figure 16. Third Encounter View of Vostock Scarp. 



Figure 17. High Resolution View of the 60KM Crater Which Is Transected and Offset by 
Vostock Scarp. 

Lineations parallel and adjacent to the scarp trace suggest imbricate 
structure. Mariner 10 FDS 27464. 



Figure 17. High Resolution -View of the 60KM Crater Which Is Transected and Offset by Vostock Scarp. 
tn 
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(diameter = 60 km) provides excellent evidence for the type of motion 

which must have occurred along the fault plane. The southwest portion of 

the crater has apparently been displaced horizontally to the northeast 

(perpendicular to the scarp trend), by about 10 km. This apparently is 

the result of a thrusting motion (crustal shortening) along the fault 

plane. Therefore, Vostock gives very convincing evidence for the thrust 

fault nature of similar appearing scarps on the surface of Mercury. 

Vostock is one of the few west-facing scarps in Discovery 

Quadrangle, however it is typical of most scarps in its morphological 

characteristics. Vostock's trace is slightly arcuate and seems to have a 

rounded, convex-outward cross-section. 

Figure 16 is a third encounter view of Vostock showing the 

horizontal offset of the crater wall which it transects. Four craters 

(diameters 2-10 km) are superimposed on the fault trace, suggesting that 

Vostock formed near the end of the heavy bombardment and may be very old. 

Figure 17 is a high resolution view of the fault trace in the offset 

crater. Lineations parallel to and very near the fault trace suggest a 

possible imbricate fault. However, the lineations may also be the result 

of mass wasting processes. Complex structure is revealed near the south 

edge of the crater where a secondary scarp (fault?) has developed 

parallel to and facing the opposite direction as the main fault trace. 

While other craters possibly display crater wall offsets, Vostock is the 

only unambiguous example of a horizontal offset seen in Mariner 10 

pictures. 
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Supporting evidence for the compressive tectonic nature of lobate 

scarps comes from 1) the morphologic contrasts between lunar and martian 

normal faults and scarps; and 2) the consistency of typical scarp dimen

sions with simple models of thrust faulting. 

Figure 18 is a view of the lunar Straight Wall in Mare Nubium 

just east of the crater Birt. The Straight Wall (length = 120 km) is 

interpreted as a normal fault (e.g., Fielder, 1965) and it is instructive 

to compare its appearance with a typical mercurian scarp (e.g., Santa 

Maria, Figure 10). The Straight Wall's trace is essentially linear and 

its cross-section is rather angular and abrupt with the fault plane 

inclined about 41° to the horizontal. In general, most mercurian scarps 

have more arcuate or lobate traces, and lunar normal faults do not dis

play rounded, convex outward cross-sectional profiles as do the scarps 

on Mercury. These morphological differences suggest that mercurian 

scarps are not normal faults. 

A simple model of thrust faulting as described in Billings (1972) 

also provides evidence that mercurian scarp dimensions are consistent 

with thrust faulting. The model considers the force of friction between 

the block and its base and gravity along a slope 0. A maximum width 

(perpendicular to the scarp trace) for the thrust block is derived based 

on a value of the crushing strength of the average rock. The maximum 

possible size for the thrust block is 

_ S(1 - liTANe? (4, 
° pgCv * TM)e) 1' 



Figure 18. The Lunar Straight Wall Just East of the Crater Birt in Mare Nubium. 

Interpreted as a normal fault, the Straight Wall is 120 km long and about 350 m 
in height. Its linear plan and relatively abrupt, angular cross-section are not 
reminiscent of mercurian scarps. Lunar Orbiter IV 113H. 



Figure 18. The Lunar Straight Wall Just East of the Crater Birt in Mare Nubium 
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where S is the rock crushing strength, y is the coefficient of friction, 

P is the rock density, and g is gravitational acceleration. The fol

lowing values are assumed applicable to Mercury for the calculation: 

8 2 3 2 
S = 7 x 10 dyne/cm , y = 0.5, p = 3g/cm , and g = 370 cm/s . Letting 

Tan 0 = h/B, where h is the scarp height, and solving for B gives 

B * 12 km . 

-2  If we assume Tan 0 can be ignored in equation 4 (h/B = 10 ) and the 

effects of friction with the sides of the fault block are considered 

(assuming p from the sides is the same for the bottom) the maximum block 

size is 

g 
B = pgy(l + h/2b) C5) 

where b is the length of the block (scarp length). Since h/b is 

_3 negligible (10 ) for all scarps it seems that most of the scarp blocks 

have a maximum width of ~ 12 km. This is consistent with stereo observa

tions of the slopes behind scarps. However, it should be recalled that y 

is a rather uncertain parameter in the analysis and that this model 

refers only to rectangular fault blocks. In reality, multiple fault 

plains (as evidenced by scarp trace appearances), and variable fault 

plain angles with depth will complicate the physical situation beyond 

that modeled here. Therefore, this analysis suggests (at best) that B is 

of the order of 10's of kilometers. Nevertheless, reasonable assumptions 

about scarp dimensions and physical parameters are not inconsistent with 

simple models of thrust faulting. 
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In summary, the above morphological, structural, and theoretical 

arguments strongly suggest that most mercurian lobate scarps are of a 

contpressional tectonic nature — either thrust or reverse faults. 

Lineament Morphology and Mode of Formation 

In addition to the lobate escarpments there exists a less 

pronounced global system of lineaments which is similar to that seen on 

the moon, earth, and probably Mars. On Mercury, this lineament system 

consists of 1) polygonal crater walls; 2) linear ridges, and 3) linear 

valleys. As on the moon, the mercurian lineaments are either related to 

a basin or globally distributed. Basin-related lineaments are usually 

concentric or radial to the basin and are confined to within one basin 

radius of the basin rim. Only global lineaments are considered in this 

study. Recognition of a particular lineament is somewhat subjective, and 

depends on factors such as lineament size, imagery quality, and personal 

bias and experience. 

An important clue to the origin of the global lineaments is their 

azimuth-frequency distribution as shown in Figure 19. The valleys, 

ridges, and crater walls all display similar trends suggesting they are 

due to the same surface stress field. The plots show preferred direc

tions for NW-SE and NE-SW trends and a subsidiary N-S peak; E-W trends 

are generally absent. There is a suggestion that the angle between the 

lineament trends and due north decreases with latitude. As discussed 

later, these azimuth-frequency patterns are common to all the terrestrial 

planets and imply that the lineaments were created by similar stress 

fields but not necessarily similar physical mechanisms. 
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Figure 19. Azimuthal Distribution of Mercurian Lineaments. 

In this rose diagram NW-SE and NE-SW trends predominate, with a more subdued N-S peak. 
E-W trends are generally absent. 
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Figure 20 (centered at -25° latitude, 33° longitude) shows two 

examples of linear valleys: Arecibo and Valley B. Arecibo and B, 

although different in size, have similar morphologies and structure. 

They are slightly sinuous, but essentially linear in plan, appear to have 

relatively smooth floors (although this is somewhat less certain for B), 

and have scalloped walls. Arecibo and B cut through the walls of major 

craters located in their vicinity, and thus are younger than those 

craters. If these large craters were formed in a late heavy bombardment 

phase for Mercury, transection of these craters suggests the valleys 

post-date that period. 

Linear valleys are less numerous than the other lineament types 

and their origin is less clear. If (as seems likely) linear valleys are 

of tectonic origin, they may be graben whose appearance has been affected 

by their local terrain and possible mass wasting processes. Some linear 

valleys may not be tectonic in origin. In particular, those valleys 

radial to basins may be secondary crater chains, and although they are 

radially directed (with respect to the basin) the sum of their general 

trends would show a random distribution and thus would not conform to the 

general grid system patterns. 

Figure 21 is centered on -37° latitude, 40° longitude and shows 

an excellent example of a linear ridge — Mirni Ridge. Mirni is 

composed of two linear portions which are slightly, although noticeably, 

offset from each other. The ridge is superposed on a large crater and its 

southern end is superposed on the wall of another large crater. The 

ridge has a low crater density typical of the intercrater plains which 



Figure 20. Typical Examples of Linear Valleys: Arecibo (A) and Valley B. 

Both are essentially linear in plan, have smooth floors, and scalloped walls. 
These linear valleys may be graben or possibly secondary crater chains. 
Mariner 10 FDS 27300. 



Figure 20. Typical Examples of Linear Valleys: Arecibo (A) and Valley B. 
a\ N) 



Figure 21. Mimi Ridge. 

Crater superposition relations and possible flow features suggest the ridge is 
an extrusion from a fracture which is aligned with the global system. 
Mariner 10 FDS 27420. 
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Figure 21. Mirni Ridge. 
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suggests that even though Mirni post-dates the large craters, it rpobably 

was formed contemporaneously with the intercrater plains unit. The 

crater superposition relations and possible flow structures suggest that 

Mirni Ridge may be an extrusion from a fissure aligned with the global 

system. Ridges associated with regional structure (e.g., the interior of 

Caloris, Figure 4) and probably are due to local uplift or subsidence. 

The relation of polygonal crater walls to regional structure is 

well illustrated by Meteor Crater, Arizona. Mutch (1970) states that the 

general plan view of Meteor Crater is that of a square with its 

diagonals aligned parallel to the regional joint system which trends 

northeast and northwest in this area. 

Experimental studies of cratering mechanics (e.g., Gault, Quaide, 

and Oberbeck, 1968) suggest that craters formed in surfaces subjected to 

pre-crater stress fields have polygonalized walls aligned with the 

principle stress directions. It is also possible that the well known 

lunar polygonal craters may indicate strike-slip faulting along global 

stress directions. In either case, polygonal crater walls are tectonic 

features intimately related to and influenced by the predominant surface 

stress fields. 

Morphology, structure, transection relations, and analogies with 

terrestrial and lunar feattires indicate a tectonic origin for the global 

lineament system. The linear nature of these features and the general 

conformity of their trends to three predominant directions (Figure 19) 

supports their tectonic origin. 



CHAPTER 5 

ORIGIN OF SCARPS AND LINEAMENTS 

A variety of morphological, structural, photometric, and 

theoretical evidence has been utilized to determine the structural 

nature of the global system of lobate scarps and lineaments. Most 

scarps are the result of compressive stresses; i.e., thrust or reverse 

faults. The mercurian global lineaments are similar to those on the moon 

and Mars, and are probably the result of shear or tensional stress 

fields. 

This chapter ascertains the nature, origin, and temporal rela

tions of the global stress fields responsible for the scarps and linea

ments by a synthesis of: 1) the structural and stratigraphic relation

ships of the scarps and lineaments; 2) statistical data; and 3) an 

eclectic survey of theoretical mechanisms for planetary lineament 

production. 

Escarpments 

Global Stress Field 

Statistical and morphological data presented previously indicate 

that scarp frequency and morphology are essentially independent of posi

tion on the planet as well as terrain type. This is illustrated by the 

graph of scarp frequency vs. latitude (Figure 15) which, except for hilly 

and lineated terrain latitudes, shows a fairly uniform scarp frequency 
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for all latitudes (within the precision of the data). These data, 

coupled with the observation of the independence of scarp morphology and 

length, strongly suggest that most scarps are due to the same formation 

mechanism or group of mechanisms, and that the mechanisms are of global 

extent. The absence of very large scarps on the Caloris smooth plains 

can be explained by the distribution in time of scarp formation relative 

to the time of Caloris impact, as discussed later in this chapter. Some 

Caloris smooth plains scarps may be significantly aligned (radially or 

conentrically) with the Caloris basin. However, the more important 

external structural features associated with Caloris are a partial con

centric outer ring, wrinkle ridges, and a radial ejecta facies within one 

basin radius of the main ring. 

The sinuousities of scarps were measured where suitable lighting 

and viewing geometry permitted. Sinuousity is defined as the trace 

length divided by the linear length between scarp endpoints (sinuousity 

of a straight line is 1; that of a semicircle is 1.57). Due to 

irregularities in scarp traces, this measurement is subject to an error 

up to 3-5%. The sinuousity of a scarp may be a function of topography, 

fault dip, terrain type, or lighting. The measured mean scarp 

sinuousity is 1.09 ± 0.07 and sinuousities ranged from 1.00 to a maximum 

of 1.34. Thus, while most scarps display definite arcuate tendencies, 

the mean sinuousity indicates the scarps are generally linear and, there

fore, establishing an azimuthal trend is possible. 

One of the most important data sets for ascertaining the global 

stress field which generated the system of lobate scarps is the frequency 
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distribution of scarp trends shown in Figure 22. This figure shows four 

plots of the number of scarps vs. the scarp azimuth for different lati

tude regions of the planet. The "All Latitude" plot includes all the 

latitudes of this study: -90° to +60°. No statistically significant 

trends are apparent, although three minor peaks occur at 45°W, 5°W, and 

35°E (0° azimuth is due north). However, most scarps appear to be con

fined within a sector 60° E and W of north. 

The remaining plots in Figure 22 (25°, 25°-40°, 40°) correspond 

to latitude boundaries which are significant for the pure planetary 

despinning model as discussed in Burns (1976) and Melosh (1976). They 

correspond to areas of predicted N-S thrust faulting, NE-SW and NW-SE 

strike-slip faulting, and E-W normal faulting, respectively. However, 

the scarps in all latitude regions have the morphology and structure 

consistent with thrust faults; i.e., they do not appear to be due to 

shear or tensional stresses. For latitudes between ±25° and azimuths 

less than 50° E or W of north, scarp trends display no preferred direc

tion in azimuth. However, few scarps have strikes more than 50° in 

azimuth E or W of north. The same situation prevails in the regions 

between 25° and 40° latitude and -25° and -40° latitude (the 25°-40° 

plot). 

However, regions poleward of 40°N and 40°S latitude (the > 40° 

plot), scarps trend fairly uniformly in all azimuthal directions, 

including east-west. A possible explanation for the lack of E-W trends 

at latitudes < 40° is that E-W trending scarps are very difficult to 

observe due to illumination effects; i.e., lack of distinct shadows 



Figure 22. Scarp Azimuth-Frequency Distribution. 

For latitudes between ± 25° (the < 25° plot), the latitudes between 25° to 40° 
and -25° to -40° (the 25°-40° plots) scarps are randomly distributed in 
azimuth but generally confined to a sector 60°E or V; of north. For regions 
poleward of 40° and -40° (the > 40° plot) scarps are randomly distributed over 
all azimuths. 
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(Strom, 1964). The only region on the planet where E-W trending scarps 

would be easily seen is near the poles where they parallel the termi

nator. Therefore, a region from about 40° latitude poleward would be the 

only area expected to show comparable numbers of N-S and E-W directed 

scarps. Thus, it is probable that scarps are randomly directed in 

azimuth at all latitudes on the observed portion of Mercury. 

Figure 23 is similar to Figure 22 except the vertical axis is the 

sum of the lengths of all the scarps in the given azimuth interval. It 

is essentially a length-weighted version of the plots in Figure 22 and 

the two figures may be compared directly. The conclusions concerning 

scarp trends reached from Figure 22 are consistent with data in 

Figure 23: 1) no significant azimuthal peaks; 2) between ±40° latitude 

scarps are confined to 60° W or E of north and randomly distributed in 

azimuth within this interval; 3) in the polar regions (> 40° latitude) 

scarps are randomly distributed in azimuth. Exceptions to these observa

tions seem to be due to a few very large scarps. For example, the peak 

in the "all latitude" and "> 40°" curves between 30° and 40° NE azimuth 

is due to Discovery Scarp which is over 500 km long. 

Important conclusions of this section are: 1) the uniform 

morphology and surface distribution of scarps indicate that the 

responsible stress field was global in influence; and 2) the azimuthal 

trends of scarps have no preferred direction. 

Temporal Constraints 

The time of the scarp forming epoch is of fundamental importance 

to problems concerning the origin of the scarps and the general 
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geological history of Mercury and the terrestrial planets. Lack of 

absolute dates for Mercury requires the use of stratigraphic and struc

tural relationships to assign a relative age to an event on the surface 

of Mercury. 

Four types of observational evidence can be utilized to place 

temporal constraints on scarp formation: 1) the latitude distribution of 

scarps; 2) the lack of large scarps on the post-Caloris smooth plains; 

33 transection relations between the scarps and the intercrater plains; 

and 4) transection relations between scarps and impact craters. The 

first two points provide information on when scarp formation terminated, 

while the last two points place limits on when scarp formation began. 

Figure 15 indicates that the latitudes of the hilly and lineated 

terrain have a distinct paucity of lobate scarps. If the Caloris Basin 

and the hilly and lineated terrain formed simultaneously as Schultz and 

Gault (1975) have suggested, this paucity may be due to the destruction 

of large numbers of pre-Caloris scarps by seismic P-waves at the Caloris 

antipode. Therefore, most scarps were formed in pre-Caloris time. How

ever, not all scarps were created in pre-Caloris time because several 

occur on the post-Caloris smooth plains. The lack of large lobate scarps 

like Discovery or Santa Maria on the Caloris smooth plains suggests a 

general decrease in the intensity of the scarp-producing mechanism at 

about the time of the Caloris impact. 

There is no direct evidence specifying the absolute chronology of 

the mercurian bombardment history (Chapman, 1976). However, similar 

diameter/density distributions between the mercurian smooth plains and 
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the lunar maria, and between the mercurian heavily cratered terrain and 

the lunar highlands, suggest that the bombardment histories may have been 

similar (Murray et al., 1975). This would imply an early bombardment 

2 3 
phase for Mercury with the cratering rate a factor of 10 -10 higher than 

that of the last 4 AE (Hartmann, 1970). The model dependent lunar basin 

chronology of Schaeffer and Husain (1974) suggests that the last lunar 

basins formed about 4.0 AE and 3.85 AE BP (Imbrium and Orientale, 

respectively). If this model is correct and the lunar and mercurian flux 

histories were similar, then scarp formation began to significantly 

decline by at least 4 AE ago. 

The time of onset of mercurian scarp formation is provided by 

stratigraphic and structural relations between intercrater plains, impact 

craters, and the lobate scarps. Numerous scarps are located on the 

intercrater plains (the most widespread geologic unit on the surface), 

but nowhere do the intercrater plains embay (partially cover) lobate 

scarps. This suggests that the period of scarp formation began after the 

emplacement of the intercrater plains. If the scarps were forming before 

or during emplacement of the intercrater plains they were either totally 

obliterated or the scarp-forming mechanism experienced a hiatus during 

the end of the intercrater plains episode, and shortly thereafter 

reactivated to produce the observed scarp population. However, very 

early (just post-accretion) compression is unlikely based on the thermal 

models of Solomon (1976) which associate a period of surface tension with 

early differentiation of the planet following homogeneous accretion. 
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The intercrater plains have been interpreted as: 1) a primordial 

surface (Trask and Guest, 1975); 2) a smooth ejecta facies from large 

basin-forming impacts (Wilhelms, 1976); or 3) a volcanic deposit emplaced 

during the later stages of heavy meteoritic bombardment (Malin, 1976; 

Strom, 1977). Arguments against the basin ejecta origin of intercrater 

plains have been summarized previously; however, new evidence against 

basin ejecta is based on the scarp-intercrater plains stratigraphic rela

tions discussed above. It has been shown that scarp formation had 

declined appreciably the time of formation of the Caloris smooth plains. 

Also, scarps with large, superposed craters (discussed later) suggest 

that at least some scarps were formed during the time that most large 

craters were created on the surface of Mercury. This implies that the 

processes of ejecta production and scarp formation were occurring simul

taneously (possibly early in the planet's history), although in unknown 

and possibly time-variable ratios. Therefore, it would be expected that 

some early scarps would be embayed by ejecta from younger basins. Even 

if the ejecta had exotic flow properties (e.g., similar to water), it is 

likely that some scarps, in locally low areas, would be embayed by 

ejecta. This is not observed. Therefore, the basin ejecta hypothesis is 

unlikely because it is inconsistent with the relative ages of scarps and 

intercrater plains. 

If intercrater plains are a primordial surface, then stratigraphic 

relations alone do not constrain the onset of scarp formation, except to 

the end of accretion (planet origin). However, crater observations of 

Malin (1976) and the crater diameter-frequency distributions of Strom 
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(1977) favor the model of a volcanic deposit emplaced during the later 

stages of heavy bombardment which directly followed the main accretion 

phase of the planet. In this case, scarp formation could have begun 

either during or shortly after late heavy bombardment, depending on the 

duration of intercrater plains emplacement. 

Crater-scarp structural relations tend to confirm this relative 

age of the scarp-forming epoch. Crater-scarp relations are of two types: 

1) transection; and 2) crater superposition. Transection indicates that 

the scarp post-dates the crater. Present knowledge of the mercurian 

bombardment history is speculative. However, relatively frequent 

transection of craters by scarps (25%) indicates at least that many of 

the scarps were created during or after the time when most of the large 

craters on Mercury were created. This is consistent with earlier ideas 

about the relative timing of the scarp-forming epoch from the intercrater 

plains and basin relations. 

A scarp must be older than a superposed crater, and the more 

degraded the crater, the older the scarp. Figure 11 shows that Discovery 

Scarp has at least one and probably two large superposed craters. These 

craters suggest that Discovery was formed during the late heavy bombard

ment of the planet. Superposed craters on recognizable scarps are likely 

to be rare because (unless the scarp is relatively large) the impact 

would destroy the scarp. However, the instances of superposed craters do 

suggest that many of the scarps were formed during the time when most of 

the large craters on Mercury were created (i.e., the late heavy 

bombardment). 
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In summary, structural and stratigraphic relations provide the 

following constraints on the time of formation of mercurian scarps: 

1) the rate of scarp formation had appreciably declined by the time of 

the Caloris impact; 2) all of the observed scarps formed after emplace

ment of the intercrater plains; and 3) many of the scarps formed during 

or after the terminal heavy bombardment. The relative ages of the scarps 

and the last basins makes the ballistic ejecta origin of intercrater 

plains unlikely. Therefore, temporal constraints indicate that the 

lithosphere of Mercury experienced global, uniform, compressive stresses 

mainly during the time of the later heavy bombardment of the planet; 

probably very early in its history. This compressive phase evidently was 

confined mainly to the interval between intercrater plains emplacement 

and the Caloris impact event. 

Lineaments . 

The global system of mercurian lobate scarps is important for its 

prominence and uniqueness. However, the more subdued global system of 

lineaments is also important because of the number of characteristics it 

shares with lineament systems on other planets. 

Global lineaments on the moon, Mars, and earth display similar 

systematic trends in their azimuth-frequency distributions. The linea

ment trends for these bodies: 1) have a preferred orientation of NW-SE 

and NE-SW; 2) have a minor N-S peak; and 3) generally have an absence of 

E-W trends. The previous chapter has shown that these observations also 

apply to the lineament system of Mercury. Therefore, lineament systems 
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of the terrestrial planets probably formed from similar global stress 

fields and possibly had similar origins. 

Unlike the global scarp system, mercurian lineaments are scarce 

or absent in the Caloris smooth plains units and are most frequent on the 

heavily cratered terrain and intercrater plains on the incoming hemi

sphere (see Figure 24). This global asymmetry in surface distribution 

favoring older terrains is strong evidence that the lineaments are at 

least pre-Caloris in age. 

Evaluation of Mechanisms for Scarp 
and Lineament Formation 

Global lineament systems have been recognized on the earth, the 

moon, Mars, and Mercury. Among the mechanisms suggested to account for 

these features are: 1) global expansion and contraction (Ussov, 1937); 

2) despinning of the planet due to tidal interactions (Burns, 1976; 

Melosh, 1976); 3) early despinning of the planet due to T Tauri solar 

wind interactions with a planetary magnetic field (Wise, 1963); 

4) internal convection cells creating surface stresses (Runcorn, 1963); 

5) a change in the axis of rotation with respect to the lithosphere, 

i.e., polar wandering (Vening Meinesz, 1947); and 6) planetary mass 

redistributions due to variable tidal forces, e.g., gradual subsidence of 

the lunar "tidal bulge" as the moon recedes from the earth (Spurr, 1944). 

Potentially, each of the above mechanisms could induce a global 

stress field in the planetary lithosphere whose characteristic signature 

would be recorded by global lineaments. The problem is one of ascer

taining the structure and alignment of the lineaments to determine if 
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Figure 24. Map of Global Lineament Locations and Trends on the 
Incoming Hemisphere of Mercury. 

The global lineaments are fairly numerous and uniformly 
distributed on the older intercrater plains and cratered 
terrain. Global lineaments are absent on the Caloris 
smooth plains (Outgoing Hemisphere) suggesting they are 
at least pre-Caloris in age. Also, the intercrater 
plains and cratered terrain near Caloris are dominated 
by the effects of several basin lineament systems (see 
Figure 5), thus very few global lineaments can be 
unambiguously identified in the Outgoing Hemisphere. 
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they can be uniquely related to a particular stress field and ultimately 

to a specific mechanism. This section critically evaluates the lineament 

mechanisms for the global stress fields ascertained earlier in this 

chapter. 

Escarpments 

Data from the preceding sections on scarp morphology, structure, 

global distribution, and trends have placed constraints on the global 

stress field responsible for the scarps. It is required that a uniform 

compression over the surface be operative only during Mercury's early 

history. 

The random azimuth-frequency distribution of scarps rules out 

stress fields which produce surface lineaments with preferred trend 

directions. Pure despinning and a despinning/contraction combination 

will produce scarps with non-random trends (Melosh, 1976; Melosh and 

Dzurisin, 1976). Convection as envisioned by Runcorn (1963) would result 

in NW-SE and NE-SW lineament trends and equatorial tension which is not 

observed on Mercury. Other convection patterns are possible but none 

will result in uniform compressive stresses at all latitudes. Also, 

ignorance of the mantle rheology of Mercury makes mantle convection 

speculative (Cassen et al., 1976). Polar wandering produces non-random 

stresses and may be hindered by a thick lithosphere. Mass redistribu

tions due to variable solar tidal forces are also unlikely to produce 

uniform stress fields and randomly directed lineaments. 

A uniform, compressive, global stress field makes planetary con

traction the most likely origin for mercurian scarps. 
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An alternate interpretation of the data is that the scarp-

azimuth-frequency plot of Figure 22 records scarps that the global 

principle stresses have caused to be predominantly N-S directed, but that 

local rock and structure irregularities have "deflected" some scarps into 

random directions essentially centered around the N-S orientation. 

Melosh and Dzurisin (1976) claim that a tidal despinning/planetary con

traction combination has suppressed tensional features at the poles and 

resulted in the N-S thrust faults (modified by local irregularities) over 

the remainder of the planet. This model is contradicted by: 1) the 

apparent uniform azimuthal distribution of scarps (for azimuths < 60°); 

and 2) the observation of scarps commonly 50°-60° either side of N-S, and 

occasionally 70°-80° away, which makes deflection by local rock 

irregularities implausible. 

While despinning is not ruled out as a tectonic influence on the 

surface of Mercury, its surface effects: 1) are older than most lobate 

scarps; 2) have been subsequently obscured; or 3) never existed. Pure 

planetary contraction is the most likely mechanism for the origin of 

mercurian scarps. 

Pure planetary contraction is undoubtedly related to the thermal 

history of the planet. Strom et al. (1975) have suggested cooling of the 

planet and/or partial core solidification to account for a radius 

decrease for Mercury. Presumably, this occurs shortly after planetary 

differentiation and core formation (in the homogeneous accretion model); 

most of the surface effects of cooling and/or solidification occur early 

in the planet's history. 



Most authors agree that the lunar global lineament system is a 

result of N-S compression of the planet which predicts shear fracture in 

the NE-SW and NW-SE direction, tensional fractures in the N-S direction, 

and compressional thrust faults in the E-W direction (e.g., Strom, 1964; 

Fielder, 1965). Lunar tensional features are well known and the Lunar 

Orbiter pictures show some evidence for NW-SE and NE-SW strike-slip 

faulting (Tjia, 1976). East-west compressive features would be difficult 

to recognize, obscured by lighting effects, or suppressed by a slight 

global expansion (Solomon and Chaiken, 1976). Casella (1976) has studied 

lunar lineaments of different ages from several different areas on the 

moon. He concludes that the forces which generated the lunar lineament 

system may have been continuous or episodic over most of lunar history. 

Casella (1976) suggests earth-moon tidal stresses as the mechanism and 

notes the effectiveness of tides in regulating moonquakes and lunar 

transient phenomena as suggested by their correlation with lunar perigee. 

These processes may also have been responsible for the global lineament 

pattern displayed in exposed Precambrian areas on the earth (Badgley, 

1965). 

This body of evidence suggests that tidal forces have been impor

tant to the tectonic history of the earth-moon system. However, tidal 

forces may not apply to other terrestrial planets because, even though 

similar lineament morphologies and trends imply similar global stress 

fields, they do not necessarily result from similar mechanisms. For 

example, Mars apparently has a lunar-like lineament system but cannot 



have been substantially affected by satellitic or solar tides. Polar 

wandering, internal convection, or early solar wind interactions may be 

responsible for the martian global lineaments. 

Mercury also is a planet with lunar-like lineaments that may have 

originated by different physical processes. A possible difference 

between Mercury and the moon is that the mercurian lineaments are 

probably very ancient, while the moon may have a relatively young popula

tion of lineaments. Two globally important physical events which have 

been suggested for the early history of Mercury are: 1) planetary 

despinning from a primordial rotation period of 10-20 hours to the 

present-day, 59-day rotation; and 2) differentiation of homogeneously 

accreted planet with core formation. Planetary differentiation results 

in heating and global expansion which would not reproduce the (non-

random) azimuth-frequency characteristics of the lineaments. Planetary 

despinning into the 3:2 resonance is a viable physical process for early 

lineament production. Solar wind despinning requires an enhanced solar 

wind and a strong global magnetic field which, although possible, are 

speculative for Mercury. Dynamical calculations indicate that solar 

tidal interactions could despin Mercury (for Q = 50), from an initial 

period of one day to its present angular momentum, in $ 1 AE. 

The tectonic implications of tidal despinning of Mercury have 

been considered by Burns (1976), Melosh (1976), and Melosh and Dzurisin 

(1976). Results for the pure despinning model predict that azimuthal 

(E-W) stresses always exceed meridional (N-S) stress, and shear faulting 

extends from the equator to about ±50° latitude. Above these latitudes, 
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pure despinning predicts unobserved E-W graben and other tensional sur

face features. Melosh and Dzurisin (1976) appeal to slight planetary 

contraction to suppress polar tensional features. In general, this model 

for planetary despinning tends to agree with azimuthal trends for the 

lineaments and makes tidal despinning for Mercury an attractive mechanism 

for the origin of lineaments. 

However, other lineament mechanisms (convection, polar wandering 

effects) have not been ruled out in this paper. Instead, an attempt has 

been made to explain the existence of the lineaments by appealing to 

physical effects for which there is evidence and a high probability of 

their having had an influence on the early tectonic history of Mercury. 

Summary 

Observational and theoretical studies of the tectonic history of 

Mercury suggest that tidal despinning of Mercury may have produced a very 

early set of lunar-like global lineaments before the end of the heavy 

terminal bombardment. Core formation may have occurred during or before 

this time, resulting in the emplacement of the intercrater plains. 

Shoftly after core formation, lithospheric and core heat transport caused 

cooling and contraction of the planet with associated scarp formation, 

which was substantially completed by the time of the Caloris impact. A 

major difference between the model of Melosh and Dzurisin (1976) and this 

paper is that they regard despinning and planetary contraction as comple

mentary, continuous, and overlapping processes, while in this paper 

evidence has been presented to show that the effects of planetary 

despinning are not the primary cause of scarp formation. 
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The relative ages of the scarps and large mercurian basins result 

in a strong argument against the basin ejecta model for the origin of the 

intercrater plains. 



CHAPTER 6 

CRUSTAL SHORTENING ON MERCURY 

The mercurian lobate scarps are thrust faults due to an early, 

global, compressive stress field. Thrust faults result in a decrease of 

planetary surface area — crustal shortening. Since tensional features 

are not extensive on Mercury, the global system of thrust faults indi

cates that crustal shortening probably was due to a decrease in the 

planet's radius. 

Solomon (1976) has suggested that the amount of radius decrease 

of Mercury is indicative of the state of the core (Chapter 2). A radius 

decrease (AR) of ~ 2 km would suggest a completely molten core, while 

AR = 17 km would imply an essentially solid interior for Mercury. These 

estimates are based on an extrapolation of the specific volume change of 

the Fe liquid y-Fe reaction to mercurian core pressures (100-400 kb). 

Thus, even though the predicted AR's are only approximate, they are 

sufficiently different so that it may be possible to differentiate 

between a liquid or solid interior. Implications of a liquid core are 

discussed in Chapter 7. 

The purpose of this chapter is to ascertain limits on the crustal 

shortening and radius decrease of Mercury by a quantitative analysis of 

the lobate scarps on Mercury. The goal is to utilize knowledge of the 

global tectonics to specify the state of the mercurian core. 
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Determination of Crustal Shortening 

Method 

The amount of crustal shortening caused by the observed scarps is 

obtained by summing the surface area decrease (A) caused by each scarp. 

Crustal shortening of a given scarp can be expressed as 

where D is the horizontal displacement along the fault plane (heave) and 

L is the scarp length. Typically, the heave is not directly observable 

and may be expressed as 

where h is the vertical displacement or scarp height and a is the dip of 

the fault plane. Thus, the decrease in area by a given scarp is 

In reality, typical thrust faults will have variable heights and fault 

plane angles, which introduce uncertainties into the crustal shortening 

calculation. 

Total crustal shortening (S) for the mercurian surface is 

obtained by summing the individual area decreases for each scarp: 

A = DL CD 

D = h/Tan a C2) 

A = hL/Tan a . (3) 

S  =  E A .  
i 

= E h.L./Tan a. . 
. l l l 
i 

(4) 



Assuming that the total crustal shortening is a result of planetary con

traction of amount AR, then 

AR = S/8irR (5) 

where R is the planet radius and AR/R « 1. 

Heaves 

Crustal shortening is a function of three scarp parameters: 

length, height, and fault plane angle. Scarp lengths can be determined 

from the imagery. Shadow measurements give heights for many scarps, 

except those which are sun-facing or in high sun regions. However, fault 

plane dip is never directly observable — it must be inferred from other 

surface information. Therefore, scarp heaves (equation 2) which are a 

function of h and a, are the most uncertain components of the crucial 

shortening calculation. 

Unless a scarp transects a crater it is essentially impossible to 

derive its heave from Mariner 10 imagery. About 25% of the scarps cut 

crater walls and, of these, about half are sun-facing or high sun scarps 

which reduces their usefulness as fault plane indicators. Three methods 

are utilized for heave estimation: 1) direct measurements from crater 

wall deformation; 2) deflection of the scarp trace as it transects a 

crater wall; and 3) lack of observed horizontal offset (during crater 

wall transection) places an upper limit on a, based on picture 

resolution. 

Method 1 is the most direct and reliable but could be used for 

only one scarp (Vostock)• Method 2 is based on the fact that the fault 



plane dip causes the fault trace to be deflected as it transects the 

crater wall. The heave is 

D = dh/W (6) 

where d is the horizontal offset of the fault trace, h is scarp height, 

and W is the crater wall height. When d appears to be zero, a lower 

limit on Tan a (and on a) is derived by assuming that d <_ photograph 

resolution (Method 3). A corresponding upper limit on the heave is given 

by equation 6. 

Limits on Crustal Shortening 

Incomplete data on scarp parameters and the small number of 

scarps amenable to quantitative analysis do not allow a value for crustal 

shortening to be obtained, but restrict one to the estimation of 

probable limits on the crustal shortening value. 

No data on fault plane angles are available for the scarps which 

do not transect craters (75%). Therefore, inferences about scarp 

geometry for the majority of the scarps must be made from the small 

sample of scarps which transect craters and have shadows. Fault plane 

dips and lower limits were determined for about 15 scarps and the mean 

dip is 

cT = 41° ± 25° . 

This value was computed by assuming that the lower limits for a were 

indeed the actual values, thus a may be somewhat small. There is no 
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significant correlation between fault plane angle, scarp height, or scarp 

length. 

Scarp heights are better established than fault plane angles but 

are still plagued by lack of shadows and/or irregularities in heights 

for many scarps. Representative average heights for about 40% of the 

scarps were determined; the mean height is 

h = 0.61 ± 0.31 km . 

Smaller scarps have less visible shadows and height measures were con

sidered unreliable for many, thus it is likely the above mean height may 

be somewhat large. 

Scarp lengths are the best known of all parameters and the size 

distribution of scarps is seen in Figure 25. Only about 15% of the 

scarps have lengths exceeding 150 km, whereas about 85% have lengths 

between 20 km and 150 km. Identification of scarps shorter than 20 km is 

hindered by resolution and lighting effects and possibly because of a 

lack of scarps in this size range. There is the suggestion of a fre

quency peak between 30 and 80 km and a subsidiary peak between 100 and 

140 km. The scarp mode (most frequent) size range is 70-80 km. The mean 

length of the scarps is 

L = 106 ± 80 km . 

If the subset of measured scarps is representative of the entire 

scarp ensemble, then equation 4 may be utilized to approximate the total 
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About 85% of the scarps have lengths less than 150 km. The mean and mode scarp lengths 
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observed crustal shortening. This calculation suggests that the total 

crustal shortening over the entire planet is 

0.21 x 104 < S < 35.9 x 104 km2 

and 

— 4 2 
S = 4.52 x 10 km (based on mean values). 

The S limits are based on the worst case l a  deviations from the means of 

the quantities a, h, and L. This calculation assumes similar scarp 

parameters and numbers on the unobserved portions of the planet. This is 

not contradicted by any radar or optical evidence and seems reasonable 

due to the apparent global distribution of scarps, independence of scarp 

frequency from terrain type, and other considerations of Chapter 5. 

It is unlikely that errors in the estimation of L and h could 

cause S to lie outside the above limits. The precision of the a data is 

less than that for L and h but the best evidence of this study suggests 

that uncertainties in a could not disturb the above limits on S. 

Planetary Radius Decrease and Implications 

Total planetary crustal shortening leads to limits on the 

planetary radius decrease (equation 5) of 

0.03 AR 5.8 km 

and 

AR = 0.74 km . 
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These values again assume the unobserved portions of Mercury have a scarp 

population similar to that imaged by Mariner 10. 

The radius decreased based on mean values (AR) is easily con

sistent with lithospheric cooling and no core solidification (Solomon, 

1976). Even the tipper limit of AR would imply that most of the core has 

remained molten. The upper limit of AR assumes all scarps have fault 

plane dips of 16° — a relatively unlikely value given the known distri

bution of a's. These AR estimates compare favorably with the limits of 

Strom et al. (1975) who suggested that the planetary radius had decreased 

between 1-2 km. Both studies strongly suggest that little, if any, of 

the core has solidified over the last 4.5 AE since planet origin. 



CHAPTER 7 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PHYSICS OF THE INTERIOR 

The interior of Mercury is still rather unknown. Numerous 

theoretical models of the interior of Mercury exist which are usually 

dependent on other theoretical results, interplanetary analogies, or 

speculation. Ideally, the existence of sufficient observational data 

would restrict the variation of predicted planetary interior processes to 

a narrow range. 

The purpose of this section is to discuss aspects of the origin, 

evolution, and present state of the mercurian interior by utilizing a 

synthesis of: 1) new results of this paper involving tectonism and 

volcanism of Mercury; 2) other geological, geophysical, and astronomical 

data for Mercury; and 3) theoretical models of Mercury. The implications 

of the surface boundary conditions resulting from Mariner 10 imagery are 

emphasized in these discussions. 

Constraints on Interior Processes 

The following is a brief statement of observations and conclu

sions based on mercurian surface studies which have important implica

tions for the interior of Mercury: 1) there is no evidence for plate 

tectonics, mantle plumes, or global tensional features; 2) the global 

system of escarpments are thrust faults, formed largely during the inter

val between intercrater plains emplacement and the Caloris impact; 
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3) the pre-scarp global system of lineaments formed mainly during and 

before emplacement of the intercrater plains; 4) the limit on planet 

radius decrease based on scarp data, AR* < 1 km; 5) surface volcanism is 

evident in two episodes, the intercrater plains and the younger smooth 

plains; and 8) direct evidence for the surface composition from IR 

spectral reflectivities. 

The relevant geophysical evidence includes: 1) an intrinsic, 

planetary magnetic field; 2) the high average density of Mercury; 

3) dynamic history of Mercury; and 4) lack of an early atmosphere. The 

following sections will outline and discuss alternatives for the interior 

history of Mercury and where possible indicate the most reasonable 

hypothesis based on the above data. 

Evidence for a Metallic Core 

One of the most fundamental questions about any planetary body is 

whether it has a metallic core. This question assumes nothing about the 

planet's accretional or condensation history since metal-silicate frac

tionation could occur by fractional processes in the solar nebula as well 

as by planet-wide melting (differentiation) after accretion. The high 

average density of the planet, the presence of extensive surface 

volcanism, and the intrinsic, planetary magnetic field argue in favor of 

the existence of a nickel-iron core for Mercury. 

Urey (1952) recognized that the high mean planetary density and 

the high cosmic abundance of iron implied a high fraction of nickel-iron 

phase in Mercury of about 63% (close to recent values). All density 

models based on this value indicate a potential core radius 75% that of 



Mercury, suggesting the mantle-lithosphere is only s 600 km thick. The 

presence of extensive surface volcanism requires the existence of a 

silicate layer several hundred kilometers thick, strongly implying the 

presence of a core and mantle (Murray et al., 1975). However, the 

presence of surface volcanism on Mercury is still considered an open 

question by many, even though the evidence (summarized in Strom et al., 

1975; and Trask and Strom, 1976) favors a volcanic interpretation of the 

smooth and intercrater plains. New evidence against the basin ejecta 

(non-volcanic) origin for the intercreater plains was given in Chapter 5. 

The presence of an intrinsic global magnetic field is strong sup

porting, but not unequivocal, evidence for the presence of a core. It is 

possible that an external field could have magnetized the planet in a 

"cold Mercury" accretion (Sharpe and Strangway, 1976), however the 

strength and orientation of the field may cause more problems for this 

hypothesis on Mercury than the moon (Strangway and Sharpe, 1974). 

Evidence for a Liquid Core 

If a mercurian core exists, the next important question is 

whether the core is, or ever has been, at least partially molten. In the 

case of homogeneous accretion, the question is essentially one of the hot 

vs. cold model of Mercury, while for inhomogeneous accretion melting of 

the core is less sensitive to any reasonable initial conditions. For 

homogeneous accretion models, it is possible to construct cold Mercury 

models which have a remnant primordial magnetic field. Sharpe and 

Strangway (1976) compute models with an externally magnetized crust, and 

others with melting in the outer layers, but a cold magnetized interior. 
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These models assume the accretion model of Mizutani, Matsui, and Takeuchi 

(1972), a chondritic U/Fe = 5 ppb and a base temperature of the accreting 

material of 1200°K and 300°K, respectively. At present, the only 

observational evidence against the cold accretion-primordial magnetiza

tion model is that of Murray et al. (1975) based on an analogy between 

the lunar maria and the mercurian smooth plains. Ringwood and Essene 

(1970) indicate the lunar maria result from partial melting at depths up 

to 400 km. If this situation applies to Mercury, then production of the 

smooth plains material would require a silicate layer almost the thick

ness of the whole mantle. This would imply that planet-wide melting had 

occurred on Mercury, any primordial remnant magnetization would be 

destroyed, and cold formation models of Mercury would be contradicted. 

2 Observations of the surface heat flow or C/MR would indicate if the cold 

model is correct. 

Additional evidence for mercurian volcanism is suggested by the 

surfaces of the moon and Mars. The moon is known to have volcanic maria 

and Mars displays extensive volcanic smooth plains. The lunar-martian 

analogy suggests at least that Mercury's size and mass are not a barrier 

to surface volcanism. 

Solomon (1977) shows that, for a model of Mercury with early 

differentiation and subsequent cooling, the amount of radial contraction 

of the planet can indicate if the core is still molten. This is based on 

an extrapolation of a value for the specific volume change associated 

with the Fe liquid y-Fe reaction at 50 kb (Birch, 1972), up to typical 
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mercurian pressures (= 400 kb). Solomon's prediction for a completely 

solid core is AR 5 10 km, assuming no lithospheric cooling and 

contraction. 

The total AR is the sum of contraction due to the Fe liquid-solid 

phase change and contraction and cooling of the lithosphere.' The rate 

and amount of lithospheric contraction is a sensitive function of the 

radial distribution of radioactives in the mercurian mantle. Solomon 

(1977) indicates that uniformly distributed radioactives result in slow 

cooling and small AR's (~ 1 km), while models with radioactives concen

trated near the surface (exponentially decreasing with a 1/e skin depth 

of 80 km) produce large AR's (~ 7 km) spread out over the planet's entire 

history. 

Since 1) most scarps are pre-Caloris (s 4 AE BP?), and 2) lower 

mantle heat sources are needed to maintain a molten core for 4.5 AE (see 

later discussion and. Cassen et al., 1976), it is likely that litho

spheric cooling has resulted in, at most, 2-3 km in radial contraction. 

Therefore, complete core solidification would imply that AR = 12-13 km. 

The AR of this paper, based on mean values (Chapter 6), would imply a 

completely molten core, while the upper limit of AR (~ 6 km) would imply 

that at least the outer 500 km of the core is presently molten (Solomon, 

1977). Thus, estimates of the radial contraction of Mercury based on 

scarp observations strongly suggest that the mercurian core is 

completely, or at least mostly, molten at the present time. 

Other supporting evidence for the liquid nature of the core is 

the intrinsic magnetic field of Mercury. As indicated previously, the 
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preferred origin is an active dynamo which requires a liquid core. An 

active dynamo also requires an energy source which maintains a super-

adiabatic thermal gradient (in the case of convectively driven dynamos). 

Problems of the energy source, maintaining convecting flow, and main

taining the liquid core for 4.5 AE under these conditions are severe, 

presently unsolved problems. 

Gubbins (1977) claims that cooling of the core and separation of 

a light core constituent (as the outer core freezes out onto the solid 

inner core) are adequate energy sources to drive a dynamo if the energy 

was released uniformly over the last 4.5 AE. However, thermal models of 

Cassen et al. (1976) and Fricker et al. (1976) predict either a solid 

core at present or a molten outer shell with a subadiabatic gradients, 

due to efficient heat transport from the core and the lack of heat 

sources in the core. Theoretical models indicate that a liquid, 

adiabatic core cannot be maintained for 4.5 AE without in situ radio-

active heat sources in the core. 

40 The presence of K in the core has been suggested as a heat 

40 source for the earth (Lewis, 1971) and K thermal models have been pro

posed for Mercury. Toksoz and Johnston (1974) find that models with 

40 
0.156 ppm of K have a partially molten core at present, while those 

without K are below the solidus. However, the condensation model of 

Lewis (1972) predicts that K is too volatile to condense at Mercury's 

solar distance and is thus an implausible heat source for the mercurian 

core. 
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Other obvious candidates for long-term core heat sources are U 

and Th. However, initial chemical homogeneity and melting events are 

generally considered to result in U and Th being concentrated in the 

silicate melt and transferred to the surface (e.g., Toksoz and Johnston, 

1974). The evidence for enrichment of U and Th in the silicate melt 

comes from geochemistry, meteorites, and the surfaces of the earth and 

moon: 1) a large ionic radius and charge suggest that U and Th can sub

stitute for more common elements only in accessory silicate minerals 

such as zircon or allanite (Ahrens, 1965); 2) iron meteorites, which may 

be the result of extensive igneous differentiation processes, commonly 

2 3 are depleted in U (and Th) by factors of 10 -10 relative to acidic 

igneous rocks (Krinov, 1960); and 3) the surfaces of the earth and moon 

are the result of melting and differentiation processes and surface rocks 

are commonly enriched in U and Th relative to the rest of the planet; a 

bulk concentration of U and Th like that of the surface would imply a 

largely molten moon (Papanastassiou and Wasserburg, 1971); surface heat 

flow on the earth indicates that heat production declines exponentially 

with depth in the crust (Lachenbruch, 1968). 

This is where the problem remains today: In situ radioactive 

heat sources seem to be required to maintain a molten, adiabatic core in 

Mercury. Geochemical and cosmochemical evidence suggests that U, Th, and 

K are not present in the core. And yet, an apparently active dynamo pro

duces an observed planetary magnetic field. This apparent paradox may be 

eventually resolved by revising the theoretical models upon which it 

rests. However, if the above evidence and logic are correct, then a 
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solution may lie in appealing to an inhomogeneous accretion model of 

Mercury like that of Anderson and Hanks (1972) in which the solar 

nebular condensation sequence results in the solar complement of U and Th 

being trapped initially at the center of the planet. 

Inhomogeneous Accretion of Mercury 

Inhomogeneous accretion for Mercury has been proposed by Murray 

et al.(1975) on the basis of crater morphology, which indicates no evi

dence of extended planetary melting or outgassing; i.e., differentiation 

and outgassing must have occurred so early in the planet's history that 

it is more feasible to form the core by inhomogeneous accretion than by 

later differentiation and melting. 

Inhomogeneous accretion for Mercury is proposed here primarily on 

the basis of: 1) lack of tectonic evidence for an early planetary expan

sion associated with core formation and resultant heating (mean rise of 

680°K for Mercury), as in the homogeneous accretion models of Solomon 

(1976); and 2) the difficulty of retaining iji situ heat sources (for a 

dynamo) in the core for homogeneous models. 

Inhomogeneous accretion models have also been proposed for the 

earth, moon, and Venus and presumably are capable of solving some long

standing chemical problems in each case. However, Goettel (1976) lists 

several arguments which he claims are sufficient to reject inhomogeneous 

accretion, at least for the earth. Evidence against inhomogeneous accre

tion includes: 1) estimates of ̂ O/CĈ  for the earth and Venus which are 

not consistent with abundances in carbonaceous chondrites or the concept 

of a volatile rich layer which accretes last; 2) the condensation 
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sequence does not allow either of the two light alloying elements (S or 

Si) to be in the earth's core for inhomogeneous accretion; and 3) the 

mantle FeO content and the relative abundance of volatiles in the mantle 

are inconsistent with that expected for inhomogeneous accretion. 

Unfortunately, our knowledge of the chemistry of the interior of 

Mercury is very primitive and is based on the mean planetary density, IR 

spectral reflectance of the surface, and cosmochemical models. Thus, 

detailed chemical arguments for or against a particular condensation-

accretion model are not possible for Mercury. 

Even if inhomogeneous accretion could be rejected for the earth, 

it could not be rejected at present for Mercury because there is a good 

probability that the ratio of accretion time to condensation time was a 

function of position in the solar nebula. This seems particularly likely 

for regions very near the sun as opposed to those at 1 AU or beyond 

because: 1) at Mercury's solar distance, the temperature was much higher 

(as suggested by its high mean density) and the rate of cooling of the 

solar nebula might be different from more distant, cooler regions; and 

2) the rate of accretion may have been affected by the higher orbital 

velocities at Mercury's solar distance as opposed to 1 AU or beyond. 

The homogeneous accretion model of Solomon C1976) predicts a 

planetary radius increase of 17 km due to core formation. This is 

6 2 equivalent to a surface area increase of AA ~ 1.05 x 10 km in a period 

of about 200 MY. Such an increase in surface area would result in a 

large system of rift valleys and tensional features which are unobserved 

on the surface. Solomon (1976) has suggested either 1) the expansion 
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never occurred; or 2) the rift valleys have been destroyed by surface 

processes. Cratering and/or emplacement of the intercrater plains 

(Strom, 1977) have been suggested for point 2. The scenario of Strom 

(1977) is reasonable in the case where tensional stress is relieved in a 

very large number of small, globally distributed normal faults or graben; 

most could easily be erased by cratering or volcanism. 

The relevant questions now are: 1) what is the probability of a 

regional (as opposed to global) system of very large (e.g., East African 

rifts) rift valleys forming on Mercury; and 2) could large rift valleys 

be completely erased from the surface by cratering and intercrater plains 

emplacement? 

The answer to question 1 is speculative because a given global 

tensional stress field can produce large numbers of different fracture 

patterns in a lithosphere. The inadequacy of the theoretical approach 

suggests that an interplanetary analogy may be more fruitful. 

The tensional fractures of Mars have been attributed to a global 

expansion (Sharp, 1973; predicted by Lyttleton, 1965a,b). Mariner 9 

revealed a pattern of large fractures and rift valleys centered on the 

uplifted Tharsis Ridge, which radiate outward from this area, with major 

fractures covering about one-fifth of the total planet surface area. 

Solomon and Chaiken (1976) have produced theoretical models for Mars and 

Mercury (assuming global expansions) relating thermal evolution to 

changes in planetary radius and surface stresses. Their calculations 

indicate that both planets have experienced about the same amount of 

radial expansion (17-19 km), due to assumed core formation, and that the 
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expansive phases lasted 200 MY and 3.5 AE for Mercury and Mars, respec

tively. Therefore, the tensional fracture pattern of Mars may be rele

vant and instructive in the case of Mercury. 

The hypothesized global expansion of Mars has not resulted in 

numerous, small, uniformly distributed tensional features, but instead 

has created a regional system of enormous rift valleys typically of 

dimensions 100 x 10 x 0.1 km. Mutch et al. (1976) explain that uniform 

expansion can produce this pattern if the lithosphere is uncoupled from 

the expanding interior; i.e., the mantle can flow horizontally away from 

the initially fractured region as the planet and the fractures expand. 

If the martian example is applied to Mercury (there is no obvious 

reason why it cannot be), it appears that an approximately equal surface 

area increase for Mercury (relative to Mars) occurred about twenty times 

faster than it did for Mars. A spectacular Tharsis Ridge/Vallis 

Marineris type complex would ensue. Horizontal mantle flow rates (for 

Mercury) away from the fractures would be comparable to the radial 

_2 
expansion rate = 10 cm/yr. This is not unreasonable because it is two 

orders of magnitude slower than present rates in the earth's mantle, and 

Mercury's lithosphere was probably much thinner earlier in its history 

than it is today. 

The large size and elevated nature of the martian system suggests 

that neither cratering nor volcanic processes could completely erase a 

similar system from the surface of Mercury. 

A final point concerns the ghost-ring (Archimedian) craters of 

Malin (1976) which have been utilized to infer the non-primordial nature 
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of the intercrater plains. Mercurian impact craters between 15 and 75 km 

in diameter typically have depths between 2-3 km (Gault et al., 1975). 

It is not unlikely that the larger mercurian rifts could have reliefs the 

order of kilometers (several eolian-modified martian rifts do), and cer

tainly their lengths would greatly exceed the Archimedian craters' 

diameters. Therefore, hypothetical mercurian rift valleys would be 

expected to be as visible as the observed Archimedian craters if they 

existed in the same areas. 

In summary, it is possible to elucidate at least two possible 

scenarios for early expansion of Mercury: 1) that of Strom (1977) where 

expansion results in numerous, small, globally distributed tensional 

features which presumably are easily erased by cratering and volcanism; 

and 2) that of this paper, where expansion results in a regional, 

uplifted, rift valley system of fractures which could not be completely 

erased by surface processes. 

Based on present evidence, neither scenario can be rejected. 

However, scenario 2 is assumed to be more likely in this paper because: 

1) the only suspected example of a significantly expansive planet has 

regional, elevated rifts; 2) the amount and duration of expansion suggest 

that Mercury would have been fully capable of fracturing similarly to the 

martian example; and 3) demands on the mercurian mantle rheology (flow 

rates) are not unreasonable. 

Adoption of scenario 2 may imply that an early global expansion 

of 17 km did not occur for Mercury. If a significant early expansion did 

occur: 1) the elevated nature and sizes of the rifts would preclude 
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their complete erasure by surface processes; and 2) similarly placed, 

embayed rift valleys would probably be as visible as the ghost rings of 

Malin (1976). However, the Mariner 10 imagery and earth-based radar 

indicate that there is no_ evidence for either global tensional features 

or Tharsis-type ridge complexes on Mercury. Therefore, it is considered 

likely here that Mercury did not experience a large, early, global 

expansion. 

If an inhomogeneous model of planet formation can be shown to 

result in significantly less initial planetary expansion than 17 km, it 

would seem to be favored over the homogeneous model. For homogeneous 

accretion, two sources of heating lead to a 17 km volume change: 

1) change in compression associated with redistribution of mass; and 

2) thermal expansion due to conversion of gravitational energy to heat. 

Since the core forms in situ, neither of these effects contributes to 

planetary expansion in the inhomogeneous model. The only post-accretion 

expansion comes from radioactive heating and/or melting of the core. 

Using thermodynamic data from Solomon (1976), total core melting results 

in a radial expansion of 8 km — down by a factor of two from homogeneous 

3 models. For a fast accretion (~ 10 yr), accretional energy could form 

the core initially partially molten. To reduce the initial expansion of 

the planet to 2 km (down one order of magnitude from the homogeneous 

accretion expansion), we need only form the outer third of the core 

molten. Therefore, a fast, inhomogeneous accretion of Mercury is 

compatible with the lack of early tensional features on the planet. How

ever, a homogeneous accretion/planetary expansion model might be expected 
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to result in unobserved tensional features which would be inAmlnerable to 

existing surface processes. 

Similar fast accretion heating models are commonly utilized to 

explain the melting of the outer 100-200 km of the moon (e.g., Wood, 

1974). This suggests that the threshold radius (R̂ ) for important 

accretional heating on the moon was R„_ > 1538 km (R = 1738 km). 
t — v moon 1 

Assuming the outer third of the mercurian core formed molten, R̂  = 

1226 km. For inhomogeneous accretion, most of Mercury inside R̂  is 

composed of iron, while the moon is essentially silicates. Therefore, 

the increased gravitational energy (and impact velocities) of accreting 

particles due to the higher density of iron may account for the lower R̂  

for Mercury. Both the lunar and mercurian 1s are consistent with 

Sonett and Herbert (1977) who state that accretional heating becomes 

important only for bodies with radii exceeding 1000 km. 

The specific inhomogeneous accretion model envisioned is 

analogous to that of Anderson and Hanks (1972) for the earth. In this 

model, accumulation of material occurs very soon after it condenses from 

the solar nebula, and thus the nebular condensation sequence determines 

the chemical layering of the planet from the center outward. The con

densation sequence of the cooling primordial solar nebula (e.g., 

_3 
Grossman, 1974) indicates that, at PtQt = 10 atm, the first compounds 

to condense will be refractories high in Ca, Al, and Ti, and (in the case 

Mercury) with the full solar complement of U, Th, and REE. Thus, 

virtually all of the long-term radioactives of Mercury (there is little 
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or no K) and the Ca, Al, Ti refractories form the proto-nucleus of the 

planet. 

The key to this model is that all of the Ca, Al, and Ti condenses 

above 1550°K, where Fe, Mg, and Si begin to condense at or below 1460°K; 

i.e., 1460°K for Fe and 1430°K for Mg and Si. This condensation sequence 

is supported by chemical studies of meteorites. Experimental studies of 

the impacting properties of silicates and metals at various velocities 

suggest that (around 1450°K) metal-silicate fractionation may have been 

assisted by the different accretion properties of the two materials 

(Kerridge and Vedder, 1972). It is expected that, in regions of higher 

interparticle velocities (the inner solar system), there might be a 

preference for metal-enriched planets to develop. 

Thus, this model of inhomogeneous accretion accomplishes three 

important things: 1) the gross chemical layering expected for a differ

entiated Mercury is reproduced by inhomogeneous accretion; 2) the full 

solar complement of radioactive heaters (U and Th) is trapped in the 

center of the planet, and is thus available to melt and/or heat the 

surrounding Ni-Fe core and possibly drive the dynamo; and 3) accretion is 

followed by a relatively negligible amotint of planetary expansion (due to 

core melting and/or heating) since the core-mantle configuration is 

formed iji situ. 

The evolution of the core for this inhomogeneous model is a prob

lem that has not been studied quantitatively. The latent heat of fusion 

of the mercurian iron core and chondritic abundances of U and Th imply 

that, for the fast accretion case (discussed above), the radioactive 
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proto-core can provide the heat of fusion for the solid portion of the 

g 
core in - 10 yr. Complete core melting and upward migration of the U 

8 9 
and Th bearing minerals may ensue within 10 -10 years after planet for

mation regardless of the speed of accretion. Thus arises the main weak

ness in this inhomogeneous scenario: how to keep all the central heat 

sources from getting very hot and convectively "blowing out of the core." 

The answer to this problem is presently unknown, however suitable 

mechanisms may eventually be found. Solomon (1976) indicates that only 

20% of the total U and Th need be trapped in the core to maintain̂ its 

liquid state for 4.5 AE. Hope for a mechanism may be found in the fact 

that the local gravitational acceleration at the center of a homogeneous 

self-gravitating sphere is zero (although it increases linearly with 

radial distance outward), thus the Rayleigh number will be small in this 

region, and convection may be temporarily inhibited. 

a 
If all or most of the U and Th did escape from the core in < 10 

yr, this would preclude radioactive heating as the energy source for a 

present-day active dynamo. This might suggest the field is due to TRM of 

the lithosphere — magnetized by a (now extinct) dynamo which was opera-

g 
tive during the first 10 yr of the planet's history, driven by U and Th 

in the core. 

The hint of the existence of an anorthositic crust (Adams and 

McCord, 1976) would seem to pose problems for inhomogeneous accretion 

because the Ca and A1 are buried initially in the core. However, this 

claim is based on sparse integral disk data, seems variable across the 

surface, and is only by analogy with the moon. The existence of a 
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substantial anorthositic mercurian crust would indicate either: 1) the 

planet accreted homogeneously; 2) a substantial fraction of the inhomo-

geneously accreted Ca migrated to the crust by plumes or mantle-wide con

vection (for which there is no surface evidence); 3) planetesimal 

scattering and collisions in the early solar system were an'efficient 

mechanism for "littering" the mercurian surface with volatiles, alkalis, 

etc. originally condensed in other regions of the solar system (Hartmann, 

1976b); or 4) a combination of points 2 and 3. 

The above qualitative inhomogeneous accretion model for Mercury 

is not seriously contradicted by any known physical or chemical theory or 

data. Its main weakness is the lack of a mechanism to retain U and Th in 

9 the core for geologically long periods (;> 10 yr). However, it overcomes 

two problems of the homogeneous model associated with early global 

tensional stress and very early melting of the core that previously 

seemed untenable. The inhomogeneous model may be able to account for the 

existence of an in situ radioactive core heat source which thermal models 

indicate is necessary to maintain the adiabatic gradient and liquid state 

of the core for 4.5 AE. 

Implications for Absence of Plumes and Plate Tectonics 

No evidence for mantle plumes or plate tectonics is seen on 

Mercury. However, the detailed dynamics of these processes on the earth 

are not sufficiently understood to meaningfully constrain the mercurian 

interior. Either excessive lithospheric thickness and/or lack of any 

type of effective upper mantle convection may be important factors in the 

lack of development of plumes and plate motions. 
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A convenient generalization to predict planetary lithosphere 

thickness (L) is L ~ 1/R where R is planetary radius. Other things being 

equal (initial bulk concentration of radioactives, surface temperature, 

etc.)j this relation assumes (planetary equilibrium) that surface heat 

flow (q) is equal to 

q s Q/A 

3 where Q is bulk heat production of the planet (ergs/sec-cm )y and A is 

planetary surface area. Thus, 

q ~ R3/R2 = R . 

The lithosphere thickness is L ~ (dT/dr)where dT/dr is the surface 

thermal gradient; but since 

q ~ dT/dr 

it is clear that 

L s 1/R . (6) 

Scaling from the earth (L = 100 km), equation 6 suggests lithosphere 

thickness for Mercury is LMgrc = 260 km. From similar considerations and 

an earth analogy,(Cassen et al. (1976) set limits on lithospheric thick

ness of 50 £ L £ 360 km. This suggests that Mercury's lithosphere may be 

significantly thicker than the earth's and may be a factor in the lack of 

plate development or motions. 
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The preferred driving mechanism for terrestrial plate tectonics 

is mantle-wide convection (at least upper mantle), but mantle plumes, 

gravity sliding off ridges, bouyancy forces at trenches, and other 

mechanisms have been suggested (e.g., Turcotte, 1975; Forsyth and Uyeda, 

1975). Studies of intraplate stress may eventually aid in solving this 

problem (Solomon, Sleep, and Richardson, 1975). 

Plume dynamics have only recently been studied quantitatively 

CParmentier, Turcotte, and Torrance, 1975; Yuen and Schubert, 1976) and 

are relatively unknown. It might be expected for an inhomogeneous accre

tion model of Mercury that upward migration of U and Th (from the proto-

core) would initiate either mantle-wide convection or plumes, although 

neither are detected at the surfaces. On earth, plumes were initially 

attributed to inhomogeneities at the core-mantle boundary, although this 

expectation has been seriously questioned on seismic grounds (Green, 

1975). Plumes due to inhomogeneities at the core-mantle boundary in 

Mercury are more attractive due to the thin mantle (500-600 km). Lack of 

data on the rheology and physical parameters of the interior of Mercury 

preclude anything but speculation on the lack of surface evidence for 

mantle convection. Viscosity variations or heat source distributions may 

be important to the problem. 

Summary 

Results of this section include: 1) new evidence for the vol

canic origin of the intercrater plains reinforces earlier arguments for a 

hot planetary origin; 2) the revised value for planetary contraction 

strongly suggests the core of Mercury is partially liquid at present; and 



3) a new inhomogeneous accretion model for Mercury is proposed on 

basis of tectonic evidence and energy requirements associated with 

dynamic generation. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

In this paper an attempt has been made to specify the nature and 

origin of mercurian tectonism. Consideration of the implications of this 

tectonic style and other geophysical data leads to constraints on the 

processes involved in the very earliest stages of Mercury's origin and 

evolution. A hot origin with a fast, inhomogeneous accretion is a model 

of formation consistent with the available evidence. 

The next section develops a chronology for the early evolution of 

Mercury. The scenario is based on fast, inhomogeneous accretion; corre

sponding effects of the homogeneous accretion model will be mentioned. 

Origin and Evolution of Mercury; A Summary 

The evolution of Mercury can be conveniently divided into five 

stages: Stage 1 — origin of the planet; Stage 2 -- first differentia

tion and early development; Stage 3 -- global contraction; Stage 4 — end 

of heavy bombardment; and Stage 5 — surface inactivity. The absolute 

times associated with these stages are uncertain. 

Stage 1 assumes the solar nebula undergoes high temperature con

densation and fast, inhomogeneous accretion which results in a volatile-

poor planet enriched in refractories and iron, with the full solar 

complement of U and Th trapped at the center of the planet — a result of 

in situ core formation. Early planetesimal scattering and collisions may 

112 
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have been important for Mercury's outer layer, adding volatiles, alkalis, 

and other materials originally condensed in other parts of the solar 

system. 

Stage 2 begins with a hot planet which, due to fast accretional 

heating and possible enhanced solar insolation, forms a global magma 

ocean (by analogy with the lunar highlands) which, upon cooling, results 

in the primordial surface. The core is either initially molten or close 

g 
to the solidus and in - 10 yr becomes completely molten due to the 

central trapped U and Th. 

The primordial surface solidifies and becomes heavily cratered due 

to the late heavy bombardment which follows accretion. At this point, 

Mercury is undergoing despinning due to solar tidal effects. The 

volcanic intercrater plains are associated with the escape of = 80% of 

the centrally trapped U and Th from the core. The core will melt within 

g 
~ 10 years of planet formation. Presumably, convection will transport 

the majority of the U and Th to the solid-liquid mantle-core boundary 

(20% of U and Th are assumed trapped to maintain an adiabatic, liquid 

core to the present time). Fast melting of the lower mantle by this 

enormous heat source leads to a gravitational instability because of the 

solid upper mantle. The growth time for such an instability (Cassen et 

7 
al., 1976) is ~ 10 yr, during which time some fraction of the U and Th 

is transported upward to the base of the lithosphere (aesthenosphere). 

8 9 
Thus, some 10 -10 yr after accretion, a new extensive magma source 

exists near the surface which, because of impact fracturing of the crust, 

results in extensive volcanism and emplacement of the intercrater plains. 
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The major surface effects of planetary despinning have already 

resulted in the global lineament system's formation, the heavily cratered 

terrain, and the intercrater plains. Lithospheric cooling begins and the 

earliest lobate scarps are formed as the late heavy bombardment declines. 

In Stage 3, Mercury is still experiencing rather heavy cratering 

but the major event is planetary contraction due to cooling of the 

lithosphere. The core itself does not cool appreciably because of in 

situ heat sources and an active dynamo exists. The majority of the 

lobate scarps are formed before the Caloris impact and suggest a 

planetary radius decrease of = 2 km consistent with purely lithospheric 

cooling. 

The major events of Stage 4 are formation of the last major 

basins (e.g., Caloris) and termination of scarp formation. Emplacement 

of the smooth plains occurs as a result of impact melts or subsurface 

inhomogeneities in U and Th distributions which result in several local 

pockets of magma that use the crustal fractures of the largest craters 

and basins as a route to the surface. 

In Stage 5, the outer layers of Mercury have cooled considerably, 

developed a thick lithosphere, and become relatively quiescent. There is 

some light cratering but little tectonic activity. The core remains 

liquid, has an adiabatic thermal gradient, and maintains an active, 

dynamo magnetic field. 

Thus, inhomogeneous accretion can account for the major features 

of Mercury's evolutionary history. It is consistent with early tectonic 

evidence and models of core-dynamo energetics. 
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Future Research 

The Mariner 10 mission provided a wealth of data which trans

formed Mercury from an astronomical object into a geophysical body. How

ever, current theories of the interior, thermal evolution, and volcanism 

are not adequately constrained by the data. 

Foremost among the data required from future spacecraft missions 

are: 1) high resolution imagery of the remainder of the planet; 2) 

2 2) determination of C/MR ; 3) surface heat flow; 4) surface chemistry by 

in situ examination, orbital X-ray, and y-ray experiments; 5) seismic 

data on the interior; and 6) long-term studies of secular changes in the 

magnetic field which could confirm its dynamo nature. 

These data would help crystallize our physical view of Mercury 

significantly. A Mercury orbiting mission is being contemplated for the 

1980's. This and other such missions could not only enlarge our view of 

Mercury, but also increase our knowledge and perspective of the earth and 

solar system — and our place in them. 
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